nd so it came lO
pass ... After looming
over the country for
six years. the haze finall y
struck the country with a vengeance, throttling Sarawak.tans
and smothering the rest ofthe
country.
On an air pollution scale of 0
to 500 (with 300 bemg hazardous, and 500 being extremely.
extremely hazardous). the disaster registered 655. 'o '~on
der Sarawak Chief Mini,ter
Taib M ahmud looked shaken
and pale \\ hen he announced
the emergenq. Gone was his
confident. smug demeanour.
For the firq time, peopl e
started \\ earing surgical
masb. looking more like
aliens than humans. '·I never
thllUght that one day, I v:ould
be v. alking around in a ma;;k:·
<>aid one Kuching reside nt.
Wh~. it was even haz) in doors ...
So. this is what "pro=Te -and
"development" is a- abouL
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I Ironically,

said to be also involved in
starting fires to clear the land.
No wonder our leaders have
been rather subdued in hitting
out at Indonesia for the fires.
Or could it be that we are poThe haze crisis was a disaster lite with our neighbour bewaiting to happen. What made cause we want to maintain
it harder to accept was that we ASEAN solidarity?
had known about it since 1991,
when it first made its presence We rail against rogue currency
felt. But we chose to blame it speculators, but we are subon our neighbours. "Forests dued and pull our punches
fires in Indonesia," we said when it comes to rogue polluters. We tell the people to use
then. "What can we do?"
the poor public transport sysWe shrugged our shoulders, tem, while we step up the proclosed our eyes and focussed duction of Proton and Kancil
on the year 2020, when, we cars and Modenas motorwere told, we would be a "de- cycles and build new highveloped nation". We were ways.
blinded by 8 per cent growth
rates. The environment? Oh, We say we care for the envithat was for those crazy activ- ronment while we plunder the
ists and "greenies" - those land to build the unnecessary
"anti-development" people Bakun Dam. We level the forwho did not want to see the ests and say we are creating an
"Airport in the forest, forest in
country progress.
the airport".
But slowly, like a thief in the
night, the haze crept on a re- Our leaders say they have
gion basking in the euphoria done all they can to control the
of its economic success - suc- haze and don't know what else
cess that had been achieved at to do. Have they done their
great cost to the air, the forests. best? When the haze wa~ althe rivers, the seas. Now, it's ready bad, they were in
Mongolia. When it grew hazpayback time.
1
ardous, they were out witnessOf course, we are still saying ing a test landing at the new
the same thing we said back Kuala Lumpur International
then: "Fires in Indonesia". Airport. And when a state of
But, wait a minute, this time emergency was declared and
18 Malaysian companies are people at home were gasping
Kelantan, often
viewed negatively for its lack
of economic "progress", was
one of the few states with
cleaner air.

I

for breath. they flew out to
Hong Kong to lecture the re::..t
of the world about the evils of
currency trading.And on 28
September, the leaders left for
yet another trip; this time to
far-away Cuba, Chile and
other Latin American countries.
Is it any wonder then that an
overwhelming 93 per cent of
Malaysians felt that the government was not doing enough
to wipe out the haze (according to The Stars Haze Poll)?
Our leaders seemed to be more
concerned about the other index - the falling Kuala Lumpur
Stock Exchange Composite
Index rather than the soaring
Air Pollutant Index.
ASEAN meanwhile has not
distinguished itself through
its lethargic response to the
haze crisis. It seems there
was more ~olidariry in admitting the rogue SLORC regime into the fold than in
combating the fires in Indonesia at th~ source.
Let the haze alert be a lesson
to us: we cannot go on taking
Nature for granted: we cannot
go on plundering our land of
milk. and honey in the name of
economic growth and profit;
we cannot ignore our environment and hope that problems
will go away. Sooner or later,
we will reap what \\e . . ow. 0
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ecei-.ed opinion in the
Gombalo.. kampong where
I live is that the hale i-; not
an act of God. but is due to the activities of Man. Of greedy Man who
has meddled with the environment
which God gave him, tearing down
fol'el:>~. levelling hills, eroding plains
and poilu ring streams.

So who is to blame'?
It can't be the fault of the Prime Minister, bccaw,e he merely gives order:.;
it is up to others ro carry them out.
One can't expect him to rush out ro
the nearest bon fire and douse it wilh
a pai I of water anymore than one can
expect him personally to sweep the
gutters of Buk.il Bintang. And in any
case the haze must interferewith his
early morning jog.
Could it be Mr Soros'? Mr Soros wa.~
not available for commen~ but from
what 1 gather, he is more into open
societies than into open burning.
We can't blame the Indonesians who
have consistently and rigorously denied that anything was happening in
their own land for so long. Anyway.
they are our next door neighbours,
so must not offend them, and President Suharto has already said sorry.
W hat about another Western con!.piracy to do us all in? It should be
noted that some Western firms have
started evacuating their nationals
from this country. Food for thought.
However, how did they manage to
get the winds to blow in the wrong
direction?

Source: Tht• Stur 19 Seprember

With all these disquieting thoughts
flitting through my mind, I rushed
om omo the road outside my house
to see ifT could find any clues. The
first one came soon enough. It arrived in the shape of a lorry, which
J couldn't see and which I like to
think couldn't sec me either, and
nearly knocked me down. But,
alas, 1 couJd not get to taking down
its number plate because of the
thick black fumes belching from
its exhaust.

same Lime, or was it a scheme of an
unscrupulous businessman to get us
all to buy his face masks. [twas obviously the work of some diabolic
and devious schemer who wanted to
ruin all our lives. But who and how?
After all. our MPs have passed so
many laws (with their customary
speed) against pollution and prescribed so many punishments to deter polluters. How could anyone possibly find any loophole in this maze
oflegislation?

I walked (cautiously) further down
the road towards t11e bus-stop. Our
local facrory, the new paper mill
opened by Yang Berhormat only the
other day. was obviously in full production. providing employment for
immigrant workers. profits for its
owners and gushing out thick white
smoke which made an impressive
contrast to the dreary grey of the haze
all around.

Then my eye caught the headlines
of an article in the newspaper the
person sitting next to me was reading. Something about the progress
being made in overcoming pollution
in some decadent Western country.
They had spent a lot of money on
the problem, it seem!-.. They had also
passed many laws so that offenders
could be punished. And apparently
they had actually implemenred those
law~ and sent many offenders to
prison.

Unerl} e.xhau~ted. I at last reached
the bus-Mop. I sat down while waiting patient! y for the bus. The tobacco
smoke made no difference, I'm quite
sure, for I had just passed someone
disposing of their garden rubbish on
the other side of the road, the sweet
smell of burning leaves enhancing
the atmosphere.
So who was to blame for the haze?

J began seriously to wonder whether
it might not be due to some enterprising but misguided schoolchildren who had discovered a new way
of getting rid of their test papers and
shutiing down their schools at the
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Well, East is East and West is West,
and these things do take time.
We have got our Wawasan 2020, of
course, so everything should be all
right in time for the next generation.
In the meantime, T must not forget
to go to the mosque to join in the
sembahyang hajat after magrib tonight For surely only God can get
us out of the mess we have got ourselves into right now.
DJMT
22 September 1997

19 SEPTEMBER,
2 .00 PM
Malaysia is a wonderful place.
Why? Because everyone is
"wonder"ing when this ha7e is going to end and. in blissful ignorance, are just going about their
daily lives with no concern for the
impact of the polluting haze on
their health -well, many - but not
all.
Those who know have already gone
shopping for provisions today srnce
in an emergency everything shuts
down? (But then again, thi~> is an environmental emergency and nobody
knows what that means in concrete
terms.) So too the food supply?
People are wondering ir prices will
rise in the market and if the shops
will remain open and for how long.
Taib has appealed to shopkeepers
not to raise prices and not to profit
from this situation, especially with
regard to face masks.
But the overarching feeling here is
that people do not know what this
"emergency" all means. There has
been too little information passed on
and the measures proposed. eg.
evacuation, too ridiculous to even
undertake. Go where? So. do what?
And what we cannot do? (Apart
from open burning and wearing
masks?) Some people are becoming
afraid and jittery saying that once the

APT hit.<; 1000 we will all die since
there will be a gener.tl lack of oxygen in the air. And who is there to
tell us whether thts ts true or not?
As far as official announcements are
concerned. this emergency means
that: All government oflices and industries arc to close. except for essential services. The State government also issued a directive today
banning all open burning with immediate effect and have empowered
the police and the army to arrest anyone who so contravenes this directive" (James Marnit. State Control-

ler of the Natural Resources and
Environment Board, in a radio

19 SIPI'IMBIR,
8.47 PM
Here\ some more ~cattered information from the ground - or should I
say. from within the haze! (Cough!
Cough!)
I) The Federal and State Secretaries
issued a joint statement toda) : all
public and private sectors. plantations. construction site:> and factories are to be closed today and tomorrow.

2) A petrol pump attendant told me.
" I am very worried about my family
and my health but \\hat can 1 do?"

broadcast today.)
Anothcr feeling is that the Malaysian government has been too soft
with Indonesia about this haze problem. Too little is being done and it is
already too late. And in the name of
ASEAN cosy-nes'>. we. the people.
have to suffer the consequences.
Many are not amused. This haze is
nor a once-off phenomenon. It has
happened before and Indonesia
should have caken earlier measures
to ensure that it did not recur. But
the Indonesians did not do so. Perhaps they did not expect thmgs to go
this far? An apology is not enough.
In real terms. the h:uc is eve f) where.
Even in our air-conditioned rooms
which looks positively hazy also.
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3) Many Kuchingitc' are still oblivious of the health implications of the
hazardous haze situation. They are
gorn~ around "ithout any care for
their O\\n safct) since they are not
wearing any masks. Nonetheless,
life b nonnal and the people arc all
going about their daily live.<, (\\ ith
and "ithout masks) as usuaL

14) Dust masks are nearly all ~ld out.
At J.C)(}pm. they were being old at
R~15.00 per piece. their prices go-

ing up proportionately with the haze

I API and as the supply ran

OUL

5) A clerk friend of mine in Kocbing
said that Law Hieng Ding should
resign. A sentiment wide I~ Shared by
many here - basically a general re-

flection of many people·s frustmtion
that the government has not done
enough earlier to avert this environmental crisis/disaster. While it is
clear that many local politicians here
are now genuinely concerned about
!he situation. many people also feel
that this concern should have been
translated and directed as concrete
measures toward~ Indonesia and in
getting Indonesia to address the forest fire problem immediately.
6) As for the ··Haze Emergency

Plan··. some buses are still plying
!heir routes, possibly to help send
stranded people home. The police
and military have hcen alerted but
they are currently (as of 6pm to<.lay)
not to be sc.:n on the ground. (I drove
around town and did not sec any of
these "security heroes'' of Oll!b on the
streets searching for open fires, polluting indu<;trics or lorries. But even
if they were, it's a bit late. isn't it?
And mind you, 1 still came across
many lorries belching their black
soot into the air. 1\vo-stroke motorbikes too.)

am indoors in an air-con room! (Oh
well, I might as well wish you
goodbye in case I don't wake up tomorrow due to a lack of oxygen in
the air!)
I never thought r would ever see the
day when I would have to go around
wearing a mask, and even while driving too! And to !hink I came to
Sarawak to get away from poUution
and uncontrolled development?

20 SIPTIMBER,
12.49 PM
The haze APT is falling. This
morning it was about 550 and now
about 525. How come? Not too
sure since the fires by all accounts
are still burning. Someone suggested that it has to do with all the
factories being shut down and the
cars not plying the streets. So.
maybe we also added to our own
problems here! In any case, I am
still alive!

Tthink people should call up the relevant Ministry and ask for a clarification regarding this "'emergency".
1am aware that many people are back
at work today. ln fact, a telecoms repair team just came to my friend's
house and fixed her fault)' telephone
and mind you man API of571! (And
the telecoms worker said all his
telecoms people are back at work!)
The banks have re-opened and some
commercial companies are also not
fussy about re-opening since they are
also losing money and hurting.

ln any case. tbis emergency did not

amount to much in concrete terms
despite the people here being very
concerned about the effcclo;; of the
haze on their health. I went around
town once on Sarurday and also yesterday. People are all going about
their daily lives 10 a "'totally oblivious to any danger'' attitude. Their
main response, apart from that of the
macho few and those utterly ignorant is. "What else can ~e do anyway?"'

22 SEPTIMBER,
10.26 AM
The haze bas got worse again today.
7) The rich and the middle-class Once again, the API scale has been By and large, most manufacturers in
have air-conditioning and can afford made a mockery of. Latest reading the main Bintawa Industrial Zone
to buy dust masks. But what about at about 8 am is 571. Tt went down shut down operations over the weekthe poor? They have no air-condi- to about 350 yesterday but the yo- end but 1 am unsure if they have
tioning and cannot afford to buy yo is up to<.lay. Honestly. people ju~t since re-opened. (I guess they have).
masks. Who is helping them? Should do not know what to do except to So, too. many construction sites.
not these masks be distributed freely get on with their lives in as ordinary However, I did chance upon a saw-after all, it is an emergency! While a fashion as they can. Today. many mill in Bintawa conducting open
some private-sector outdoor work- people are back at work and govern- huming on its premises next to the
ers have received masks from their ment (both Federal and State) have Sarawak river on Saturday around
employen.. many others still have yet to make an announcement as to 2.30 pm. On both outings over the
how to proceed- i.e. I suspect they weekend, I saw neither police nor
not. Why?
are in a dilemma whether to continue army personnel patrolling these fac8) The state government is dissemi- with !he emergency or noL So. since tories or elsewhere in the city anynating new~ hourly about U1c euu.:r- the gulden rule is "when in doubt way co catch polluters. And mind
gency and what people should and mumble". they arc keeping silent. you, the public buses were running
should not do over local radio. This And this is very unfair to the people and they were spewing out lots of
is really appreciated by the people. since it makes a total mockery also black diesel fumes. So too the two
of the government's expressed haze stroke motorcycles and other private
My eyes are smarting and my lungs crisis plans which state explicitly and commercial vans. So, what
seem very heavy and sometimes has that we should all be at home and in about this environmental emeraduJJ pain in them- and mind you, T safe refuge from the haze.
gency? And for most of yesterday,
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many people I met or spoke to just
did not believe the API readings anymore. A clear credibility problem, if
you ask me, reflecting a serious lack
of information and a disjuncture between the APT reading~ and ordinary
peoples' perception of the haze
through their own eyes. And in the
absence of any further information,
the people just have decided to take
marters in their own hands and get
on with their daily lives in as best a
manner as tbey can.

I mean, one does not want to sound
overly cynical hut if the government
is gomg to make chest-thumbing
claims about these environmental
measures they will enforce, then at
the very least, do so. But no. AU hype
and little action. But J Wa!> fooUsh to
have expected otherwise. After all,
this is Malaysia, you know. All talk
and little follow-up. And the people
are left to decide for themselves what
they will do; the Indonesians get
away scot- free on account of
ASEAN neighbourliness; and we,
the Malaysian public, pick up the
health and fu1ancial burdens of indonesian and Malaysian corporate
greed. It would be interesting to find
out in monetary terms how much we
arc losing per duy on account of this
haze. Know anyone who can come
up with such figures?

23 SIPTIMBER,
9.45 AM
We've made it through another
night. APT at8.00 am is 816. Breathe
that Tok Mat! Boy ifl was a wealthy
entrepreneur, I'd start selling little
oxygen bottles herem Kuching and
would get rich real fast.

HAZE

WIIAI II HAZI't
Haze is an acute air pollution phenomenon characterised by high
concentration of suspended par-

ticulate matter which scatter and
absorb sunlight, thus reducing
visibilil)'. Particles with diameters
close to dle wavelength of visible

lights scatter light more efficiently than particles of other
.sizes.
In most major cities, secondary
particles produced in dle atmo-

sphere by chemical reactions
among primary pollutant'! emitted by human activities can cause
a very perceptible haze particularly during adverse weather <.:onditions. The current haze problem
confronted by Malaysia counttywide ill more transboundary in
nature in that air pollutant'! generated, particularly paniculate

lwww. vensara.com/haze/ 0

than are the visible haze particles.

The main pollutant'> in our urban
haze are carbon monoxide, ni~
gen oxide, particulates. hydro-

carbon. sulphur dioxide and~
tochemical oxidants such as
ozone. They are pn:dominantly
contributed by mobile sources
with carbon monoxide as the
major air pollutant.

The main pollutant in our current
transboundary haze is understandably the particulates, the
concentration of which haS been
adequately reflected in our Air
Pollution Index (API).

Unfortunately, we have not
been informed of the concen-

matter. as a result of open burn-

tration of the other four pollut-

ing in Sumatra and Kalimantan
are being transpOrted to Malaysia and otherneigbbouring countries by wind.

ants monitored, namely carbon
monoxide. nitrogen oxides.
sulphur dioxide and ozone as
well as other minor pollutants
which may be present in the
haze. This is because the API
is only based on the subindex
of the 'critical pollutanl". in
this case the particulates. It
should, however, be stressed
that other non-critical pollutants may have some serious
health implications under prolonged exposure.

IIOU.UIAIIII
IN '1111 IIAZI
As haze is a phenomenon caused
by dle scattering of light by air

pollutants, predominantly fine
Anyway, the hale is trackable on the
following URL. Check it out: hllp:l

lie to tbe probable presence ofinvisible pollutants which may be
more hazardous to their health

particles, it is incorrect to talk

about the components of haze.
The visible haze serves a useful
purpose because it alerts the pub-

Abang B enet
Kuching
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INDONESIAN RESPONSE
TO COMPLAINTS
(E-11Ulil co"espondence with
Ministry of Forestry Indonesia)

Dear Forestry Departmem of lndone~>ia.

One does not meun LO be rude as a
neighbour. but one wonder~ why
every year we have to endure a phenomenon of unhealthy hazy air coming from man-made forest fires
across the sea.
One hopes that Indonesia will be
able to do irs best to stop fouling the
atmosphere. and there will not be
any more occurcnce of these haze.
No amount of economic saving by
burning forests to clear land is worth
the embarassment it causes and lhe
destruction of health of all living
creatures both in Indonesia and its
neighbours.
Thank you.
Yours very dissappoimedly.

Lumpur, Malaysia. Saat ini hari
Sabtu 13 September keadaan di
Kuala Lumpur sangat berkabut
(berasap?) sekali. Menurut berita
yang saya dengar dan baca di sini,
kabul tersebut disebabkan oleh
pembakaran butan secara besarbesaran eli Sumatra dan Kalimantan.
Saya bukannya bermaksud untuk
membcritahukan keadaan ini.
kerana pasti Dep Hut dan Menteri
KLH sudah mengetahui keadaan
ini. Yang ingin ~aya tanyakan di
sini ialab apakah pemerintah kita
sudab berbuat sesuatu tentang hal
ini?
Sebelum saya tiba di sini, terus
terang saja saya tidak perlu begitu
peduli dengan asap dari Kalimantan
dan Sumatra. Tapi, setibanya di KL
saya merasakru1 sendiri, betapa tidak
nyamannya hidup di sini. dengan
asap yang begitu tebal, dan
menyesakkan nafas.
Ttu saja pertanyaan saya, terima
kasih.

A MalaysiCtn
An Indonesian
(Name withheld)
/3 September 1997

(Name withheld)

13 September 1997

Assalamualaik-um ...

......
Deogan hormat,

Saya ialah orang Indonesia yang
sedang berkunjung ke Kuala

Usaba sud ah banyak dilakukan,
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sampai Presiden sendiri ikut
memberi insrruksi.
Dcngan adanya asap di KL. dan itu
ber.tsal dari asap Indonesia (IND).
Hal ini mcmbuktikan babwa ada
alir.m udara dari Indonesia ke Malaysia (MY).
Udara udaluh hasil pcmbersiban oleh
hutan Indonesia, karena hutan
memproduksi 02 yang sangat vital
bagi manusia dan hewan. 02 dari
hutan IND mengalir ke KL dan
dipakai oleh penduduk MY secara
pcrcuma. Jika rakyat MY mau
menghisap 02 produksi IND secara
percuma dan tidak ribm, kenapa
sekarang menghisap asap dari IND
pada ribut. Konuibusi apa olch MY
terhadap produksi 02 TND dan
kontribusi apa dalam usaha
pencegahan asap di L"';D.
Wasallam,
Smwr~ Ralzardjo
Foreslf}" Re~earrh and
Dere/opmi'nt Agency
Indonesian .~1inistry of Forestry
JL. Senam 5, Bogor 16161.
Indonesia
Pirone: 62.251. 376168 (0).
62.251.3375.:1()!380227 {R)
Fax: 62.251.313613
E-mail: sinung@indo.net.id
http://11'111\·2.boner.co.id/dephutl
tkplw t/h tm
15 Septem.Mr 1997

Memorandum To The PM:

IMMEDIATE ACTION TO
COMBAT HAZE
lutant lndex (API) reached 654.
We regret that the lack of finn and
effective action by both the Malaysian and Indonesian governments to
control the haze bas resulted in serious health risks for many people, especially children, the elderly. pregnant women. asthmatic patients. and
the sick.

e. the undersigned, the
people of Malaysia, wish
to express our dissatisfaction with the lack of finn.
serious and concrete action from the
government in reducing or overcoming the rampant haze problems
throughout the country.
The present hue situation cominues
to deteriorate; the air quality in many
areas is considered dangerous or
unhealthy. Up to September 19, It
was reported that 8,170 people have
been admitted to hospilal due to the
hazardous haze. We believe there arc
many rn(>re unreported cases or
people suffering from respiratory
problems, intluenza. eye pain,
breathing difficulties. etc. Schools in
Sarawal were closed and subsequently the government declared a
state of emergency as the A_i_r_P_ol_-_

We are surprised thatlhc ftres in Indonesia raging at such a magnitude
were not detected C'drlier. We should
have paid greater attention to the
situation and helped Indonesia to
control or put out the fire as soon as
it happened. In 1995 ASEAN Senior
Ministry Officials on the Environment (ASOEN) established a Haze
Technical Committee; however. the
committee was never operative.
Due to the deteriorating haze problems, we assert that:
I. We. the people of Malaysia have
the right to full, accurate and updated
information. We urge the governmenr to provide a full explanation
as to the sources of the haze, an
analysis of the precise hazardous
contents in the air. as well as the
health effecll> and risk!. of the haze
to the public.

to investigate and ~tudy the causes
and the effects of the baze on public
health. The results of the
commission's study have to be published and made available to the public.
1. We call upon the government to
launch an immediate all-out effort to
combat the haze and the worsenisng
pollution by declaring a week-long
ban on polluting factories, open
burning of forests and rubbish, and
smoke from vehicles. The government should also implement the
Clean Air Action Plan formulated by
the Department of Environment in
1994.

4. We ca11 upon the Malaysian government to cooperate closely with
the Indonesian government to acr
fumly and effectively to put out the
fires immediately. as well as to take
preventive steps to avoid a repetition
of similar events.
5. We also call upon all ASEAN governments of to demonstrate its regional solidarity by initiating closer
cooperation in protecting the environment. In particular. there should
be a stricter monitoring of companies operating in the ASEAN counlries to ensure that their activities do
not pollute the environment 0

2. We demand that the government
immediately form a commission,
21 September 1997
comprising representativesofNGOs
and experts from all related fi_
ei_d_s._ _(E_'_zdorsed by 1,500 Malaysians)
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THE HAZE,
THE GOVERNMENT
AND SOCIAL
RESPONSIBILITY
'Very often public views and partkipation
luwe been side-lined and excluded by
a goPemment that has always
professed to lcnow betur.

g

liran is saddened by the
recent statement of l rime
Mi nister Dr Mahatbir
Mohamad regarding the haze which
it didn't, we feel, contribute much
towards appeasing fellow Malaysians.

His statement could only fuel scepticism, frustration, and even anger.
particularly among Malaysians who
live in areas where the APls have
reached absolutely unhealthy and
dangerous levels such as Kuching.
Gombak: and Nilai.
Whi le we concur with him that
there's only so much a government
could do in the problem, we also
believe that it is within the jurisdiction and power of the government and a strong government at that - to
initiate concrete measures that would
tackle the problem of pollution both
on a short- and long-term ba.\iS.
Moreover, public participation in,
and contribution towards. solutionfinding strategies often hinges on
government initiatives in public
policy. Very often public views and
participation have been side-lined
and excluded by a government that
has aJways professed to know better.
There are things only a government

can do by virtue of the fact that it is
in power and in control of resources
to initiate and implement policies.
For starters, government needs no
help to bring to book those rogue
polluters, the Ugly Malaysians, who
bad contributed towards the catastrophic fires in Indonesia which has
subsequently cast haze over Southeast Asia.
Likewise, Malaysian companies that
pollute in Malaysia must also face
the wrath of the Law and be punished
severely. Such drastic action by the
government can only be considered
appropriate and will not be perceived
as being 'totalitarian' in its action.
Secondly, the government must reassess and help strengthen the public transport system 10 the country
so that the general publlic would be
easily encouraged - without so much
an enforcement of the law or cajoling- to do away with the use of private vehicles.
Thirdly, it follows, therefore. that the
government will have to initiate
some policy 'ihift as regards its
industrialisation programme, and
also rethink its development philosophy. For instance, it will have to discard its plan to further develop the
local motor car industry if it wants
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to seriou ... ly combat trarlic jams, vehicular pollution, and to make public tmn\portation more attractive.
f'mmhly. the Malaysian government
will have to be very selective when
it comes to tnviting foreign investments. Industries and factories that
cause pollution must be turned away.

Fifthly. the government will have to
be strict with developer~ and housing development projects. particularly the ones that involve massive
cutting of hills and green areas.
Finally, we feel it ·s unfair for Or
Mahatbir to suggest that Malaysians
will have to pay more taxes if they
want bener enforcement of the law.
We feel that it IS unnecessary as the
government already possesses all the
resources to enforce the law effectively.

Besides, Malaysians are already paying, and will continue to do so, the
social and medical costs in the wake
of the menacing haze.
A/iran Exec/llive Conuninee
25 September 1997
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·HEALTH

TIPS

chiefs to filter air going into the respiratory tract, wi Ufurther reduce the
amoum of oxygen into the respiratory system. thus it is not advisable.
Industrial filters will reduce the air
pollut.a:nts by a good 40 % thus allowing more oxygen into the body.
lls me though cumbersome. proves
to be effective especially for those
using motorbikes and those that need
to undertake outdoor activiry.

DO NOT USE SPRAY
PERFUME THAT IS
AEROSOL BASE
ilh L_he HAZE conditions
becoming more acute
caused primarily by the
raging fires in Indonesia coupled
with indiscriminate open burning in
Malaysia, pollutant releases by industries, traffic jams, etc, here are
further tips on how we may protect
our families and ourselves during
these adverse times:

DO NOT EXERCISE OR
PARTAKE IN OUTDOOR
ACTIVITY

Ils use contributes to the further
depletion of the ozone layer inducing free radical particles that would
be absorbed into the blood system
via the respiratory tract. This coupled
with the current air pollutants cause
reduction in blood circulation and
difficulty in breathing, hardening of
arteries, high blood pressure, high
rever, etc.

STAY IN AIR·
CONDITIONED ROOMS
Though not as effective as using
"Hepa" type filters, the air in an airconditioned room is filtered and will
help reduce the pollutant count considerably. For those who do not have
alr conditioning facilities, reduced
activity by staying indoors will indeed help! It will also assist in reducing irritation to the eye as this is
caused by temporary haemorrhage of
the cornea, the effect sulphur dioxide and carbon monoxide has on the
eye!

As there are reduced levels of oxygen in the air and lots more toJdc materiallike carbon dioxide, sulphur
dioxide, hydrocarbons, etc, exerting
ourselves will only lead to the introduction of more than necessary toxic
material into the body and this may
have various health effects on the
body depending on the level of our
health. The pollutants that may attach themselves in the walls of the
tract may cause a change in the geDO NOT USE
netic code of the DNA of the tract
FLORESCENT LIGHTING
cells causing the cells to multiply unWHERE POSSIBLE
controllably resu1ling in tumours
which may be malignant.
Florescent lights give out ultra violet waves and since there is an inUSE INDUSTRIAL
creased activity of ultra violet waves
RESPIRATORS WHICH
during this hazy period. it can lead
HAS A CARBON FILTER
to skin irritation and possible canThe use of dust mask or handkcr- cer of the skin. Warm lights arexec-
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ommended.

DRINK A LOT OF WATER
Avoid tea and coffee. Water helps
with the digestive process and reduces the concentration of toxic
material in the body by casing the
workload on the liver and kidneys.

AVOID OPEN BURNING
This practice introduces more contaminants into the atmosphere contributing to further increase of the
haze levels (API index ). If our
friends, neighbours and relatives do
it. PLEASE ADVISE THEM ACCORDINGLY!!

EAT A LOT OF RAW
CUCUMBIRS
When doing so remove the skin. As
the demand for cucumbers has increa<;cd, farmers are now using more
growth hormones, herbicides and
pesticides to enhance the growth
curve. By peeling the skin, we considerably reduce these toxic materials into the body. What's important
about the cucumber is the consumption of the jelly-seed part of the fruit
which ha'> a material that will coat
the respiratory tract and fonn a protective layer.

STOP SMOKING!!!
USE ASTHMATENE
HONEY!!
This drug, to be used for children and
adults who have difficulty in giving
up smoking during this period, is a
honey based liquid with cucumber
extracts added in that will temporarily coat the respiratory tract. It is
obtainable in pharmacies. For appropriate dosage, consult the resident
pharmacist. The drug increases the
elasticity of the ci lia in the respiratory tract and this will repel the components or haze from becoming attached to the walls of the tract. 0

And if. after forty years
of Independence
our index of living is higher;
Hi!-.Lory
will record the quintessence
of life
being lost in a haze of hubris
For if there are more
designer
dresses in shop-windows;
more
trivia. toys & trinkets
stuffed
on shelves of supermarkets;

&57
varieties of polished/perfumed
rice
where once we had but one ....
Mirrors
will reveal a proportionate
increa<;e
in !:he lines of avarice
creasing
the countenance of every citizen.
And if it is irrefutable
that
high-rise condominiums
command
!:he landscape of bygone
shanty-towns;
and gleaming beach-hotels
stand
instead of atap huts;
and
crumbling rows of brick & shingle
have made

way for towering concrete & crystal

And if it is unarguable
there's
more money in our pocket;
more
choices on the market;
there'rc
1,957 types of vehicles on
roads
once inhabited only by
pedestrian
bicycle, rickshaw, Ford ...
It is equally indisputable:
our streets
are choked & unwalkable;
our seas
murky & unswimmable;
our air
huy & unbreathable;
&our
cities utterly, utterly unlivable.

Yes, if after forty years
of Independence
The Book of Records show
our standard
of living, like our buildings.
among the highest ...
The record mu:-.t also shov.
our Quality
of Life, like our currency.
at its lowest!
Cecil Rc1jendra
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low Christians, who are deemed
victims of political and religious
persecutions in countries where
they are a minority, to migrate to
the US, something that is akin to
Israel's 'law of return'.
This step is being taken in the wake
of the US government's relentless
monitoring of some Communist
and Islamic countries - such as the
Sudan, China. Vietnam. Indonesia
and Pakistan - which were alleged
to have mistreated their ethnic and
religious (especially Christian) minorities.

IIAIISON AND

. .UCMOUI
INSI NimYm

and attitude of people like Hanson
only defames the religion as one
that encourages intolerance and
discrimination.

Aliran views with grave concern The Australian government should
the chauvinistic remark made by patently distance itself from the
the ever-maverick MP Pauline likes of Hanson by condemning in
Hanson recently suggesting that no uncertain terms her ugly stateonly people of the Christian faith ment. At the very least, it is hoped
be allowed to migrate to Austra- that this censure would discourage
lia.
'
Australian politicians. whose political future is uncettain, from exThis is clearly blatant religious ex- ploiting religion and the religious
tremism, which one can ill-afford sentiments of ccnain followers to
to harbour. let alone pedal. in a achieve lbeir political goals.
mullireligious setting like Australia as it is bound to create unnec- This Australian incident also beessary ill-feelings and suspicion comes all the more significant in
among ethnic and religious groups its gravity and its political and religious implications when we take
in the society.
into consideration political develBesides, Australia hardly needs re- opments that arc taking place in
minding that such an expression other pans of the world. in particuwould not go down well with the lar the United States.
country's regional neighbours
whose population by and large It was reported that a move has
consists of mostly adherents of been made in the American Congress to draft what is called a 'Freefaiths other than Christianity.
dom From Religious Persecution'
Moreover, it doesn't do justice to bill whose primary objective is to
Christianity itself as the remark consciously and systematically al-
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While we do not condone persecutions of any kind against people
on the basis of creed. colour and
political persuasion by <my government of whatever religious bent.
we however feel that such a bill
would have far-reaching implications and, indeed, is reactionary
and discriminatory. For one, certain citizens and residents of the
US, panicularly tho!.e who belong
to faiths other than Christianity,
would Lend to feel alienated and
suspicious, and society in general
would subsequently degenerate to
an acute level of ethnic and religious polarisation.
Indeed, this could easily fan the
fire of religious dogmatism and fanaticism and. consequently. might
invite similar wrath from the other
side of the religious divide. An ingredient for colossal calamity is in
the offing here. This. incidentally,
would
only
fulfil
the
Huntingtonian prophesy of the
'clash of civilisations'.
Such forms of religious extremism,
flaunted by people like Hanson,
must be curbed so that the forces

of liberalism can prevail and that
a better understanding and tolerance among the followers of various religions and the members of
various ethnic groups can be generated and celebrated.

•

Dr Mustafa K Anuar
Executive Committee Member
27 August 1997

•

31 August 1997 is a momentous
landmark signifying 40 years of independence. As we celebrate this
joyous occasion, we have every
reason to be proud of as a nation.
We should be grateful to the Almighty for the bountiful natural resources with which this land of
ours bas been blessed. These natural resources have made many
things possible.

•

We should be grateful that we have
a comprehensive infra-structure
that enables us to enjoy a relatively
high and sophisticated standard of
living.
We should be grateful that our educational and health systems reach
out to the vast majority of our
population.
•
We should be grateful that Malaysians, by and large, arc peace-loving, tolerant, caring and compassionate, hardworking and innovative. Our leaders, past and present
have also contributed much to
these achievements.
While we have much to be proud
of, there are also areas requiring

jungles. It is not simply the forest fires occurring in a
neighbouring country that is responsible for our current environmental predicament.

urgent attcmion.
After 40 yean. of independence,
there should be a more mature
democracy which is more tolerant of differing views and
criticisms, that encourages
popular participation in the affairs of government, and that
appreciates checks-and-balances.
A crucial aspect of the set.of
checks-and-balances is the role
that ought to be played by the
mass media. Unfortunately the
media appears to be lhe official
organ of government on the one
band and advertising copy on
the other. Too little investigative journalism is conducted
while dissenting views and debates are too often excluded. A
vibrant democracy needs a
more critical mass media.

While rapid growth has occurred there remain groups of
Malaysian society who have
still been denied their fair share
of the nation's wealth. A case
in point is the large group of
people who cannot afford
proper housing especially since
land and bouse prices continues
to skyrocket. More serious efforts are needed in this an~a.
Greater concern, too, needs to
be directed towards lhc case of
our environment. We have been
too cruel and callous in this regard. The recurrence of the
'·hue problem" especially in
urban areas attests to the increasing pollution caused by
our factories. our vehicles and
more generally the replacement
of our green areas with concrete
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•

It is useful to ask often: What
is the ultimate value of a man's
life? This will forever remind
us of our spiritual purpose and
hopefully keep us to the middle
path of moderation.

•

We need to curb our excesses
in whatever we do or desire so
that avarice and corruption can
be held at bay.

While celebrating our 4()'h anniversary of independence therefore, let
us be reminded that much remains
to be done. And by this it is not
meanr that we need more mega
projects.

P Ramakrislmcm
President
30 Augrtst 1997

..........
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The reported purchase of a new
Mercedes E320 for the Penang
Municipal Council president once
again highlights how taxpayers'
money has been apparently spent
unjudiciously by public officials.
Aliran is outraged that in many a
case, particularly in Third World
societies. scarce financial resources are squandered to buy expensive items for the apparent selfindulgence of the ruling elite.
More often. such extravagant ex-

pendi

~

lures in essence has no direct
relevance to the day-to-day needs
of the people. lf anything. financial allocations for such items may
result in certam crucial facilities
being denied to the people.
In a political system where Local
Council members are appointed not elected- it is all tbe more crucial that they exercise restraint and
prudence when it comes to financial matters so Lhatthey can be seen
to be accountable to the people.

If the primary reason for having
bought the expensive car is to replace the previous 5-year-old
Mercedes, which has supposedly
undergone "wear and tear", then it
makes one wonder whether it
makes good economic sense to buy
yet another car of the same make.
In addition, the purchase itself in a
sense puts into question Mercedes'
international standing al> a reliable
and long-lasting car.
Besides, if there is really a pressing need for an official car, o ne
would have thought that the Council would have opted for a relatively less expensive "national car"
like the Proton Perdana.

Jubal.Lawrence Lourdes
Executive Committee Member
2 September 1997
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Aliran is deeply disturbed by the
deterioration of air quality in the
country caused by pollution, euphemistically called haze. This invariably affects the general wellbeing of fellow Malaysians and

other living things.

action.

Our concern is further heightened
by the fact that this so-called haze
has been hanging over us literally
for the past few months without an
effective solution in sight.

As a short-term measure, the government must find ways and means
to popularise the use of public
transport. The increasing of parking fees is one step towards achieving thil> end.

While we are
aware that the
fire in Indonesia
is the primary
cause, we, nonetheless.
are
alarmed because
there seems to
be a lack of law
enforcement to
ensure
that
buses of all
types, cars and
motorcycles. do
not worsen the
situation
by
belching out vehiculpr smoke as
if thumbing a nol>e at the relevant
authorities.
Equally disturbing is the open
burning and hazardous emission
into the air by certain factories in
the country.
Malaysians from all walks of life
must be made to realise by the authorities that pollution is health
hazardous and, therefore. the polluters must be fined when found
guilty. At the same time, there must
be an all-out public campaign to
educate the general pubIic regarding pollution so as to eventually
elicit their co-operation.
More importantly. the government
need not wait for the country to enter Phase 2 of the pollution problem before it embarks on a drastic
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Law enforcement
officers must be
stationed in strategic positions
and locations to
en~ure
that
motorised vehicles do not further pollute the
country.
As a long-term
measure, however. the government ought to ensure that public
transportation is
easily accessible, affordable. reliable, clean and safe. This is one of
the ways to make the buying of
cars less appealing to Malaysians
in general, the local automobile industry notwithstanding.
Finally, the ha7iness that has been
enveloping us should provide us a
golden opportunity to re-think
about the very concept of
development. Is the kind of
development we've been pursuing
really about raising the quality of
life and the upliftment of human
dignity? Or is it primarily about the
inculcation of selfishness and an
incurable obsession with material
wealth?

Gan Kong Hwee
Executive Committee Member
3 September 1997
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On the question of lhe on-line version of Harakah, the government is
making a virtue out of necessity. Dr
Mahalhir is reported to have said that
SUARAM expresses its profound ·Lhc government could do nothing to
concern at reports that the govern- control the on-line version of
ment intends to curb the public sale Harakah. Adding that "people will
of the PAS publication, Harakah.ln have access to the Internet and as
view of the fact that licensing and such (Harakah) cannot be censored.
enforcement of regulations over the Soitis fair." (Sta~; 8 Sept1997). Not
media ha.r been and continues to he censoring the on-line version of
used as a political tool. the issue then Harakah does not amount to being
is about freedom of expression and "fair".
access to information.
lt is also disturbing to read that
Any attempt to portray lhis issue as UMNO members have had rheir
one of simply enforcing existing right to information curbed. Dr
regulations governing the distribu- Mahathir i!. reported to have said that
tion of a "members only" paper is "UMNO members are banned from
undermined by the fact that the call buying the publication... The attitude
for the enforcement of the law was that underscores such a ruling i~ of
made at a party political meeting. concern: we must be mindful of the
This suggests that state enforcement consequences of a society that fears
agencies work at the behest of po- to read freely and to consider the
litical parties and that therefore the opinions of others.
application of the law is elective,
arbitrary and open to political ma- ln making these comments SUARAM
nipulation.
refers to the consensus document on
human right'i - The Malaysian CharMoreover, the laws that presently ter on Human Rights (1993)- which
govern the media clearly go against was endorsed by at least 49 local
basic principles of a plural and organisations and draw attention spedemocratic society and are incongru- cifically to the article that concerns
ous in promoting a "responsible" Article 14 - Freedom of expression
press.
and access to information.

Ill

• Everyone has the right to freedom
of opinions and responsible exercise
of the freedom of expression withut
interference and persecution.
• Everyone is entitled to seek, receive
and impart information and ideas
through an independent and responsible mass media free of political
censorship and monopoly.
• The media of mass communications shall not be subject to licensing at the discretion of government.
• Mass communication media owned
by the state must be governed and
run by an autonomous impa1tial
board made up of representative!>
appointed by the state. the non-governmental sector and opposition political parties.
SUARAM is concerned that a Free
and Responsible Media will not develop so long as the structures of
ownership and control favour the
political and busine:.s elite. and the
laws and regulations governing the
media violates the principles of free
expression and are open to political
manipulation.

Sharaad !Uaum
Coordinator
Suqra Rakyat Malaysia

..........,

WHYWIRIYOU
(IMW 1D &lilwoflltl~Ma ~)

1n your 'Comments' on The Highland Highway Controven.y: Sharing
the Prime Minister's Concern·, you
said, "We were surprised when the
PM gave the green Iight for the construction of the Highland Highway,
in <;pite of having seen destruction
that has taken place due to highland
development.''
1
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its normal level," and that Bakun
Dam "will be completed on time."

1

1DI
Inn.;a;niii' m

nounced in two months time. Well,
Mr Ting, a week, as they say is a
long time in politics. As for two
months, why, it might mean forever in the world of business. He
claimed that Ekran's fallout with
ABB was over the issue of cost
overruns. But, as some claim, Pek
Khiing was telling his usual brand
of exaggerated truths because,
from what we hear, it had more to
do with the selection of sub-contractors.

The Biscuit Syndrome (that "now
you see, now you don't" thing-lab)
has hitSarawak as well. The Bakun
Dam, a project that made the state
even more notorious than its diminishing rainforests, is off again
for the second time in its on-off history. Yes, it truly lives up to its
reputation as an electricity-generating scheme; they are switching
it on and off as they please. Some
religious zealots are claiming
credit for the off-phase of Bakun.
They claim their prayers have been
answered. We suggest they continue praying so that the project
will remain switched off forever.
But, up to three days before the
Deputy Prime Minister's official
announcement that the project had
been "deferred," Ting Pek Khiing
was still going about in his baldfaced way, bragging to the press
that a new contractor bad been
picked to replaceABB. He grandly
declared that Elcran had identified
the contractor "a long time ago"
and that the name would be an-

We are wondering whether be consuJ ts the very same soothsayer
whom a local paper quoted in conjunction with Malaysia's 40th
birthday bash. The quack, sorry,
fortune-teller, painted a rosy picture for the Malaysian economy
(but not before indu Igin g in praises
for Dr Mabathir). And this was at
the height of the currency crisis
when the ringgit had plunged like
the fortunes of some luckless politician! But he also quite cunningly
cautioned against "external forces"
and "jealousy" which may hamper
the country from itc; rightful role
on the world stage. The quack has
a future in politics!

I

Apparently, ABB was somewhat
surprised to learn there would be
no open tenders for sub-contracts.
Instead these contracts were to go
to companies which had already
been identified. Welcome to the
Malaysian world of business,
ABB I That's the Malaysian way of
doing things - from highways to
bridges, from telecommunications
to power generation. And it seems
to have worked rather well forcertain privileged individuals and
companies in our last decade of
boom. Among other things, this
man who is said to enjoy greater
access to Dr Mahathir than many
Cabinet Ministers, also predicted
that "the ringgit will soon revert to
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RINCELINGS

I

Continuing with our fascination for
the lives and successes of children
of important politicians (or
polibrats, as they are known) ....

If the 2-Ms (Mahathir and Musa)
were briefly known for their
Cekap, Bersih dan Amanah policy,
then the 3-Ms must be notorious
for their corporate life. The 3-Ms
are, of course, Mahathir's boys Mirzan, Mukhriz and Mokhzani.
Parti Rakyat Malaysia has handed
over a memorandum to the ACA
regarding the astonishing number
of companies - 213 in all - on
whose boards the PM's boys sit as
directors (as of 1994). Mirzan (the
most savvy of the Mahathir boys)
is director of 98 companies,
Mukhriz 67 and Mokhzani (trying
to cut it in politics) 48. Yes, some
people are apparently bom with a
silver spoon in their mouths, others are born with directorships to

I

their name.
And what's wrong with sitting on
the board of companies, you say?
True, there's nothing wrong with
being director of two or three companies or, even a dozen. But 98?
It's excessive, some may argue,
and smacks of the drawing power
of the PM's name. PRM also asked
theACA why all was so still about
Perwaja Steel and Eric Chia as well
as its investigations into the most
famous Malaysian tourist down
under, Muhammad Muhammad
Taib. PRM's efforts ought to be
praised in the highest terms (but
somehow, we don ' t foresee any
fortune-teller doing that in the near
or far-off future!) for persevering
on such cases knowing as some believe, the ACA would not dare
touch the princelings with a 10foot pole nor will it dare move
against Eric Chi a or Mat Taib without expressed permission from the
highest leadership.

I
Malaysia used to have two seasons: dry and rainy. Then it graduated to three seasons: hot, hotter,
hottest. Now we have four: hot,
hotter, hottest and hazy. And
largely thanks to our Asean
neighbour, Indonesia, which obviously thinks that spreading the
haze is in keeping with the Asean
spirit of solidarity. Was that why
the rupiah, peso, and ringgit followed the downward spiral of the
bhat? Many think our misgujded
concern for the feelings of our Indonesian neighbour is the cause of
the recurring haze, first experienced ill 1991. Just as we had refrained from hurting Indonesia
over the East Timor issue, the Ma-

laysian government was equally
reticent about voicing its concern
over the made-in-Indonesia haze.
Even weeks after the worst episode
of air pollution ill Malaysian history, the inept Environment Minister was still wimpy-wamping his
way around words like: we have
conveyed our concern, we have expressed deep concern. Some Malaysians have always felt that having ~mEn vironment Millister from
Sarawak, a state not particularly
known for its environmental commitment or uprightness, was a bad
idea right from the start. He or she
would only be apologetic, even defensive, about environmental degradation.
ft is as though the people's health
is secondary to bilateral relations.
This is one issue where the government has been completely out
of touch with the anxiety and environmental concerns of the
people. In fact, the Indonesian government ought to have been told
in stronger terms to do somethillg
about forest fires and land clearing years before this. But, politicians, as we know, prefer knee-jerk
responses. Why act years in advance when they are only around
for, at most, five years?
But, if our government was insensitive, then the attitude of the Indonesian government takes the
cake. Suharto's staid apology, as
one newspaper put it, came too
little too late. Indonesia had, during the earlier seasons of haze, denied being the cause and, now, is
trying to pin the blame on companies with Malaysian and
Singaporean interests. Apparently,
there are 18 Malaysian companies
out of some 170 companies inA/iran Momltly 1997: 17(8) Page 20

valved in massive land clearing for
plantations and other purposes. If
that is true, then the Singaporean
and Malaysian companies sbouJd
be punished by Indonesia's laws
but, that does not lessen the Indonesian authorities' responsibility ill
not implementing its environmental laws over the last six years. At
one stage, the rather desperate Indonesian Environment Minister
Sarwono even tried to blame
Australia's Northern Territories
and Queensland for the haze.
Busillessmen will cut comers any
way they cao and governments
which allow them to do so cannot
blame anyone else- or other countries- but themselves. And that is
why we have, time and again,
urged our own government to
crack down on polluters, to enforce
the fleet of environmental regulations we have at our disposal and
not to discrimillate between ordinary and bigshot polluters. If anythillg, the slow and often confused
reaction to the haze disaster has
shown that the Asean way of doing things works best only when
used to admit dictator regimes into
our midst, to attack the West and,
to stroke each other's back for doing nothing.

A rumour going around the capital was that our political masters
were, in fact, quite glad about the
baze. The pollution had succeeded
in taking the minds of most people
off the country's economic woes.
And, things are, apparently, quite
bad. To quote Dr Mahalhir: ''They
set us back 10 years.'' Our exMidas toldAP-Dow Jones in an exclusive illterview (the local media,

as usual, is trying to be upbeat
about the sad, sad situation) that
we are back to a per capita income
of US$4,000 whereas we ought to
be enjoying something like
US$5,000 (unfortunately, prices of
things cannot shrink back 10 years
as well). fn a rather petulant tone,
he complained that foreign investors, or rogues as be called them,
were only interes ted in making
money out of Malaysia. (Good
lord! I didn' t study economics but
even I know that they were not here
for the joy of contributing to our
Rakan Muda programmes or Marina Mahatbir's Aids campaign).

j crisis, was the Finance Minister

Besides, one would have thought
that he would have toned down his
" wicked foreign investors" remarks by now since it was revealed
that several well-connected Malaysian corporate figures were also
part of the wicked, do-Malaysiain international financial conspiracy. Mahathir's remarks on
George Soros were so "remarkable" that The Economist devoted
a leader to him in a recent issue.
The people at The Economist were
quite amused at Dr M 's understanding of the market and graciously stopped short of calling
him by the very name which our
esteemed PM used on George
Soros: Moron.
But let's move away from this
boorish talk about stocks and
shares and currencies. It is said that
several political implications and
scenarios have loomed in the wake
of the country's economic woes.
First is that the economic crisis has
undone all the good accruing from
Anwar Ibrahim's rather impressive
performance as Acting PM. However, it was quite clear that at no
time before, during and after the
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WICKED POSTING$
perceived by the public as being in
charge - what with all those provocative remarks by the PM. We We could not agree more with
havenodoubtthathewascertainly Umno Youth that the identities of
in charge but the general percep- 1 those who slander our national
tion was that he seemed rather flus- leaders via "poison pen letters" be
tered. (Perhaps it was those nasty exposed. And not only exposed,
letters!).
but charged in court under the appropriate laws. We are surprised
In fact, rumours that Anwar had re- that the IGP has not gone any fursigned were not spread by his po- ther than saying that the writers of
litical enemies but by those in the a letter alleging zina as well as hocorporate sector said to be fed-up mosexual sex on the part of our bewith the response of Lbe govern- I loved DPM have confessed that
ment to the plunging currency. It their accusations are aU untrue and
is probable that many people that the case is closed. Incidentally,
wished Tun Daim, for all his high- the IGP announced this on the eve
handed ways, was still in charge. of the Umno general assembly. If
It was him, rather than the Finance I they have confessed, then charge
Minister, whom the fund manag- them in court, let them plead guilty
ers wished to meet.
and be punished. That will be a lesson to others who are thinking of
The economic crisis also saw for trying the same dastardly acts in
the ftrst time a stumped Mahathir. the future.
Gone was the Midas touch, the
unburstable bubble, the boy-won- Likewise, we suggest that the
der of Asia. lie confessed during High Counjudge who wrote that
the AP-Dow Jones interview that nasty dossier about the state of
he did not understand the lack of our beloved judiciary be made to
investor confidence nor did he face charges since he is also unknow what it would take to revive derstood to have admitted his
the confidence. And he admitted wrongdoing.
during the same interview that '1
know that my capacity has been Obviously, something has gone
somewhat undermined." On top of terribly wrong with the way
that, some of his pet projects like wrong-doers are being treated
Baknn Dam and Putrajaya have these days. We s uggest that
either been put on hold or scaled Umno Youth leader Zahid
back. Suddenly, Dr M does not Hamidi follow up on this. He
seem to be the invincible man 1 must immediately prepare a
that he once was. He is even the strong letter to hand over to the
target of Friday sermons after his IGP or even the DG. Surely his
controversial Umno general as- storm-troopers are not afraid of
sembly speech while Muslims all acting on his behalf. Afterall, this
over the country are said to be is an issue that is of national insaying special prayers for him. terest. If they can be so passionAll of a sudden, he seems human. ate about the interests of IndoAre you thinking what I am nesia, they should be even more
thinking'?
passionate about something so

I

I

I
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close to home.
Our worry now is that other Ministers wrongly accused of love affairs with other men or women wiU
now insist that the PM issue denials on their behalf. One of the
weirdest instance in the whole episode was hearing Anwar Ibrahim
say that there was no need for him
to say more as the PM had already
said it is not true. Really, people
should scrub their own toilets. One
would think that the PM has more
important things to take care of,
like the economy and his own political future.

AI iran is horrified to hear that the
haze situalion in Sarawak has
passed the 625 mark on the Air
Pollutant Index, well above the
hazardous threshold of 300.
The government has finally declared the situation an "emergency". We regret that it took the
authorities so long to realise just
how critical the situation is.

Meanwhile, the haze must be
worse than we think. It appears Lo
have fuzzed up the brains of a few
of our Ministers. One of them was
reported as saying that Umno
would soon be organising delegations abroad to explain the "poison pen letters" scandal to Malay
students overseas. Frankly, this
sounds like another thinly-disguised junket. And at a time when
government expenditure is being
scaled back, people being asked to
stop buying foreign goods while
top government servants have been
reduced to buying proton limos
which, apart from factors like national pride and all that, is still a
poor consolation to the magic
name of Mercedes Benz and

All sources of emission should
have been identified a long time
ago and firm action should have
been taken years ago. It's a litt.le
late in the day to enforce drastic
measures on factories, open buming, quarries, vehicles, and construction sites.
Since this is a national and regional disaster, we call upon the
Priroe Minister and his ASEAN
counterpar ts to demand that
ASEAN immediately take over
the fire-fighting effort from Indonesia.
ASEAN armed forces (including
the air force). fire-fighring units
and the disru>tcr relief agencies
should be despatched to
Kalimantan and Sumatra to immediately put out the fires. ASBAN
should also ask for international
help to douse the flames. This is
no time for national or regional
pride.

BMW.
The brains of several government
servants were not spared either. A
chap from the Culture and Arts
Ministry (surprisingly, not
Sabaruddin Chik.) claimed that the
haze would not affect tourism. He
must be nuts. Most sensible people
don't want to step out of the house
let alone go sight-seeing.
byNNP

L___

I

fires in Indonesia should be
firmly dealt with. The names of
their major shareholders and their
political connectionll, if any,
should be exposed. The owners
of the companies involved are a
national disgrace.

I

The health of millions of human
beings are at risk and yet there
isn't that much of anger and outrage directed against these rogue
polluters as has been the case
against rogue <.,peculators.
ASEAN should relentlessly hunt
down these rogue polluters and
I bring them to b<X.)k immediately.
Only then we will be convinced
that the government places a
higher premium on human lives
than on the market, mega projects
and the well-being of select Malaysian corporations and investors.

I

I

I

Those in Sarawak's worst affcc ted area~ should be immediately evacuated, starting with the
sick, the elderly and children.
Don't wait until people start dying.
Let this be a lesson on the dangers of unbridled human greed
and irresponsibility. One cannot
help but wonderif this is our punishment for closing an eye to the
environmental disaster posed by
the Bakun Dam in Sarawak.
A/iran Executive Committee
19 September 1997

Malaysian plantation companies
found to be involved in starting the

I
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Why were you surprised? I am surprised that you were surpri~ed. Jn
fact you were naive to be surprised.
After all, this is the same Prime Minister who is ardently in favour of the
Bakun Dam project in Sarawak. de'>pite the widespread protests by environmentalists and the natives affected.
Do not forget that Dr Mahathir is the
very same Prime Minister who also
gave the green tight to the proposed
massive land reclamation project in
Kedah, inspite of what NGOs and
environmentalists have warned
could adversely happen to our wetJandc; in that area.

If you remember in future to distinguish between a politician's rhetoric and a politician's 'concern·. then
you might begin to avoid the unhappy need to be 'surprised'.
Fan Yew Teng
Kuala Lmnpur

WIIIIDIIAW BAN 011
SALI OF HAUifAII
Parti Rakyat Malaysia (PRM)
strongly opposes the decision of the
Prime Minister who is also Minillter
of Home Affairs. to ban the sale of
Harakah to the general public.
lt is widely. known that PAS had already obtained the necessary pcrn1it
from the Ministry of Home Affairs
to publish Harakah. Therefore, it is
surprising that the PM was reported
as saying that PAS did not ha vc such
permit. But there is a government
regulation that does not allow political parties from selling their ncwspapers to the public, and It ill this
regulation that appears to have been
breached. We consider this regulation to be utterly unfair and undemo-

l

cratic.
A country that claims to practice
democracy should allow legally constituted political panies to disseminate news and information to the
general public. This di!-.crimination
of their publications should not be
restricted onJy to party members.
Isn't free flow of information an essential ingredient in a healthy democracy?
The decision of the Prime Minister
(to ban Harakah) was announced in
tbe UMNO General Assembly.
Throughout its session. the assembly was given wide live coverage by
TV 1 and Radio I, whkb are owned
and controlled by government, or in
other words the people. UMNO, as
a party, blawntly used these media
for its own political advantage. By
c;o doing. tbe leaders of UMNO,
without shame or hesitation had
abused their power. Not only this
action was unfair. it also breached
the law.

would agree that Ms Hanson's belief - that preference should be
given to Christians over non-Christians in Australia's immigration
polic) - is towlly unacceptable.
Jndeed, the Prime Minister of Australia. Mr John Howard, directly repudiated Ms Hanson's remarks in the
Australian Parliament on 25 August.
Mr Howard told the Parliament,
"any suggestion that considerations
of sectarian background or religious
affiliation should be introduced as
criteria for the selection of people to
immigrate to this country is not a
policy that 1can support ... any sugge!)tion to that extent is indeed unChristian".

DIIPICAIILI

As Mr Howard's words demonstrate,
the Australian Government has
firmly and publicly distanced itself
from Ms Hanson. In fact. the Au!.tralian Government and the Opposition bave repeatedly distanced
themselves from Ms Hanson over
the past twelve months. Moreover.
on 28 August, the Australian Foreign
Miruster, Mr Alexander Downer,
tabled a Whjte Paper on Foreign and
Trade Policy in the Australian Parliament. In his statement!> to the Parliamenl. Mr Downer reiterated the
Australian Government's unequivocal stand against racism and it') desire to enjoy good relations with its
neighbouring countries. Mr Downer
said. "racial discrimination is a
moral issue of the first order and it
is fundamental to Australia's engagement with the region".

Trefer to your letter published in The
Sun newspaper on 29 August concerning the recent remarks on immigration by Pauline Hanson, an Independent Member of Australia's Parliament. The Australian Government, the Opposition, and the overwhelming majority of Australians

I commend the Foreign and Trade
Policy White Paper, particularly the
section on national values, to you
and I attach a copy for your and your
Aliran colleagues.
R L Cotton
Australian High Commissioner
Kuala Lumpur

PRM urges the government to abrogate the regulation that restricts party
publications from being sold to the
public and calls upon it to withdraw
the decision made on Harakah.
Dr Syed Rusin Ali
PRM President

ltACIAL
DISGIMIIIAIION
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SOCIAL CRISIS

THE QUEST FOR
A JUST SOCIETY

i

Some thoughts from Acharn Buddhadasa of Thailand

g

ike any good doctor, Dr Acham Buddhadasa's teachings.
Prawase Wasi diagnoses he said, promote intellectual
his patient's malady with power. I'll talk of five concept<; of
meticulous care, explains the prog- his teachings. The.first is intellecnosis in detail. then goes one step tual freedom, freedom from attachbeyond his duty- by giving him ment.
hope.
The second is the fact that dhamma
Such was the case when he gave a follows the rules of nature. Nature
talk on current social ills during a exists long before everything.
seminar held at SuanMokkh For- Look for answers in nature. You'll
est Monastery to commemorate the gain the truth.
first anniversary of Buddhadasa
Bhikkhu's death.
The third concept is the Rule of
lthap Patchayatha. It's in the BudLining up his theory systematically dha teachings, but few pay attenand thoroughly, he began with the tion to it. Buddhadasa placed great
emphasis on this rule, writing a
illness itself.
thick book on it. "According to this
FIVE MAJOR
rule, all things areinLer-connected.
CONCEPTS
Nothing stands by itself."
"When Acharn Buddhadasa
founded Suan Mokkh in 1932, he The root of the social crisis, he
talked of the coming crisis when said, is the h uman misconception
no one else did. Now 50 to 60 years in seeing th ings in a comparton, the crisis is here - rampant mentalised fashion. ''People sepaviolence, environmental destruc- rate economy frnm life and culture,
tion and global tension," began Dr body from sou1, living things from
non-living things, small animals
Prawase.
from large ones. In fact. these are
The social crisis, he pointed out, all connected in a holistic manner."
arose because of human mitcha
tithi (misconception) and the social The fourth CO!]Cept emphasised by
Buddhadasa, said Dr Prawase, is
structure of violence.
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soonyatha. or the law of emptiness.

"It's not emptiness for the sake of
emptiness, but one that allows wisdom to be born.
The monk's fifth teaching is how
members of every religion should
try to deeply understand his religion as we II as others'.
"Buddhadasa always said every
religion is valuable; if you can capture its heart, it's a great benefit.
Also. one should try to create cooperationamongreligions. Onereligion suit<> one culture. In every
field , diversity creates st::.hility.
Business knows that.''

NATURE
OF THE CRISIS
The crisis the world now faces, Dr
Prawase said, is related to poverty,
environment, cultural and spiritual
matters. politics, governmental
systems and education.
"The more they try to close the
economic gap, the wider it becomes. This gap in turn affects
politics and society. Twenty per
cent of people in the world possess
81 per cent of all the income.
"The US now suffers unemploy-

ment, which Time magazine called
a permanent problem. Those jobs
will not come back. Several cities
are non-livable because of violence. Even in Japan, the smartest
economic machine, over ten thousand companies have gone bankrupt."'
On another front, the world faces
destruction of trees, soil and air.
"Politics should be a devise to
solve problems, but as it is in our
country, it's stuck. People sell and
buy votes. Our politics is low quality.'·
"Governmental power covers every inch of our country. It spends
our tax money, but lacks efficiency.
lL has power, butliulc understanding and flexibility."
The educational crisis stems from
the fact that the country's teaching
process is ineffective in building
knowledge, and truth about other
people. "Our education circle is
full of those wllo are ignorant of
truth. Problem-solving must be
true in every step."
"City people live with artificiality.
Tum on the tap, and water flows.
They don't know where the water
comes from. When teenagers go to
shopping centres, they never think
of how these places play a major
part in our environmental destruction. One such arcade consumes so
much energy. Where does this energy come from?"
The process to secure this energy.
be said, affects rural people for
among other things there occurs
the building of dams and electricity generating plants. 'Youngsters
go to shopping centres. They can't

connect in their minds the places
and their effect<; on other things..,
Dr Prawase then turned his critical eye on institutions of higher
learning. "At present, university is
a machine that makes people more
stupid. People graduate, but do not
know how to think. Doctors see the
fever, but not the patients; they
don't see their humanness. This is
because we study in compartmentalise-d ways.
"We study with emphasis on subjects, not on truth. Students learn
Jaws, political science, or economics as technical know-how, not understanding how they are connected to human beings. So, they
tum knowledge into a weapon to
harm society. The saying 'Educated into barbarism' applies
here."

All six crises, he said, combine to
make the social crisis. ''Why does
Thailand, a Buddhist country, have
the second highest rate of homicide? Why does it have so much
crime, so many child prostitures?
Why do parents sell their young?"
One piece of research, said Dr
Prawase, reveals that 20 groups of
people profit from sencling a child
into prostitution. "Middlemen, immigration officers, doctors too."
Currently, Thailand, being a consumers nation. is stealing the resources of its neighbours. ·'Before. we robbed the countryside
of its resources, then we srole
their daughters. Now we're taking gas from Burma, electricity
from Laos, water from the Salient River. and exporting AIDS
to Malaysia, Burma, Cambodia
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and China.

''In the future, when we look back
to this time, it wj II be considered a
period of national shame, when we
were so consumerist that we ate
ourselves up, and then took from
others."
CAUSES
For us to understand the nature of
the social crisis, we must grasp the
present cause-and-effect rule, said
DrPrawase.
''in the old days, one event <lidn't
have effects in wide circles. Now
everything is interconnected.
Whatever happens anywhere affects us. A decision of one man,
say President Clinton, can affect
our nation. A decision of the chairman of the US Federal Reserve to
raise or Lower the interest rate affects the whole world."
The present structure, he said,
makes the rich richer and the poor
poorer. "For example, when a
group becomes richer, things then
get more expensive. The poor, who
benefit little from such economic
booms, have to pay more for the
items."
Modem day theft, he said, is done
on a grand scale. "People can steal
thousands of millions of baht from
other people through structures. If
we don't realise this thing, Buddhists will become accomplices to
this violation."
The stealing, he pointed out, also
extends inro the future. "We even
steal from those not yet born. Look
at concessions. What right does the
government htwe to issue concess.ions to cut down forests?"

The five causes of the social crisis, he outlined, are ignorance, the
power system, the economic system, the structure of violence. and
lack of social immunity.
"At one level, it is ignorance of
how things actually are: for example, not knowing how rural
people live, because one lives in
an artificial environment.
"At another leveL it's ignorance of
how d1ings are interrelated. how
nature is linked together in a holistic manner. It's not enough that
the minority knows; the knowledge must reach everyone. And
there must be agencies to keep
watch of things."
'There's a saying tbat. 'It's difficult to be selfish in front of the public.' It's true. One example is how
some accident victims were turned
away by several hospitals, which
claimed they had no bed. But now
some people call Cho So 100 in advance to announce that they're
heading for such-and-such a hospital so the hospital doesn't dare
refuse them as everyone (listening
to the channel) would know."
The centralised power systems, another cause of the crisis, fails because it can't comprehensively
oversee things. "And with great
power comes corruption . Most
things should be decentralised,
with the community being able to
keep surveillance. Only a few
things should be centralised, for
example, the military and foreign
affairs."
The current economy, the third
villian on Dr Prawase's list, damages because it's based on greed.

'The system designates money its
zenith. Yet money is the device of
greed; it enables local greed to
combine into a global greed."
The social structures that promotes
violence, he said, leads people to
use violence without realising
they're hurting others. "Such as
soldiers who shot down protesters
in Ratchadamnoen (during the
May 1992 incident). They didn't
feel they were committing any
sin."
Bangkokians damage the environment because they consume a. great
amount of resources, but because
of existing structures. they don't
realise tney're committing damage.
"Graduates of khana nithet (faculties of mass communications)
aspire to enter advenising, not
feeling any guilt that what they'll
do stimulates people's kiler (desire) to consume more and
more."
In our society, such stimulation is
intense, with much fund and skills
invested, he added. Structure can
lead people askew in other ways,
too. ''When Buddhadasa fell
gravely ill the last time he didn' t
want to be sent to B angkok for
treatment. He said, 'How could one
run away from death?' But they
took him anyway; a great amount
of money was spent to prolong his
suffering. The persons responsible
did so because the structures dictated that they do so."
The fifth factor leading to the crisis, he said, is the lack of immunity. "In the old days, when families and communities were intact,
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people actually lived together, they
behaved well. Children got to live
with, and worked alongside. their
parents. They were happy as they
got to be with the people who loved
them most."
Members of a community once
knew one another while the temple
was its spiritual guide. Currently.
families break down as they are
pressured by the workings of me
economy. by anxiety and by crime.
"These great forces ram into
people's Jives. breaking them
down." Such is the case of migrant
worker families. Take children
whose parents work as sugarcanecutters away from home. earning
150 baht a day each. and children
whose parents spin and weave under the house, earning 70 baht a
day. Which group has the better
quality of life?
The former suffer loneliness, being left at home; while the latter
get to live close to their parents,
and are able to share and learn and
help their parents. ''For me. the 70
baht is worth far more than the 150
baht in terms of human value."
When families disintegrate, the
community disintegrates. They
have no immunity. and whatever
disease attacks. they suffer greatly.

SOLUTIONS
Hopeless as the task seems, Dr
Prawase said hope lies in re-creating community at all levels. This
is a mechanism that can stop
wrongness in an integrated way.
Such_new communities must have
organisation, and a learning process with analytical skills.

r Communities have limitless potenJ

tial because of their three qualities.
"One is spiritual development:
when people have spirituality. they
have great power. The other is continual learning of every member of
the society - to bring know-how
into the community without promoting the learning process can
never succeed. The learning process must be interactive learning
through action.''
Problems cannot be solved by one
side telling people what to do, he
emphasised. ''Those facing problems must analyse problems themselves. In the process. true leaders
will naturaHy emerge."
The second dimension is management- ··using knowledge to
build knowledge" in Prawasc's
words. "IL's said that 'Management makes the impossible possible.' Many NGOs are weak in
this. They look down on management as a capitalist tool. In reality, capitalists simply apply management to work.''
Addressing NGO workers, several of whom Llgured among his
audience. Dr Prawase said:
"NGOs work with commitment,
but some eventually become
chit-.wlai or burnt-out because
they don't practise dhamma and
don't learn.''
A strong community can solve all
kinds of problellll>. including such
health-related ones as AIDS, he
said. Steps toward creating a true
community should proceed from
study, training and promotion.
''FirsL, thoroughly study theories
and practices of community build-

ing," he said. adding that several
good books exist on the topic, including one named A World WaiTing ro be Born by a US sociologist.
'·Secondly. organise and promote
training in many places, so communities can emerge and develop
everywhere: in slums, schools.
families and universities. These
can then ex.pand to become networks, joining with those abroad
to become a global community.
"Now is a good time," Dr Prawase
exphasised. "International warfare
has decreased, allowing people to
build communittes, and to connect
at a transnational level to create
power."
Community building must be promoted both in terms of policy and
budget.
"We· re talking with the government~ they've agreed to support
community work. The Finance
Ministry will use its Savings Bank
to stimulate the forming of communities among the poor."

STRUCTURE
OF VIOLENCE
How do you correct a social
structure that gives rise to violence? First, study it to understand it, said Dr Prawase. "Secondly. set up institutions to promote peaceful struggle and conflict management Every university, every teacher. college
should set up such an institution.
Actually, you're doing so already. but you don't realise it,"
said Dr Prawase, addressing academics among his audience.
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"I' 11 ask the government to allocate
funds to support every institute of
learning in setting up such in situation" he added . The third suggestion on his list is to change from
mitcha settakit (wrong economy)
to samma settakit (right economy).
In short, the right economy is one
that recognises how everything is
interconnected, and so takes into
consideration all aspects.

Hi<> fourth recommendation is promoting a political system that promotes fair distribution of power.
·'This requires thorough consideration, not just whether to elect governors or not,'' he cautioned. Reform of the education system is
vital.
"Less classroom learning, more
on-site learning. Every school
should thoroughly study the
biodiversity of its locality - its
tlora and fauna. their uses and potential benefits. If such learning
takes place, people will develop
great love of their land...

Dr Prawase gave examples of how
several local plants have great medicinal value, yet few Thais appreciate or cultivate them. "Payayor
works as effectively as Zovirax (an
anti-infective drug). Sadao, or
neem, keeps pests away. When
grown alongside other plants, it
can keep bugs away.
"Currently. we bury our heads in
textbooks either from abroad or
from Bangkok, but we know little
of our own home towns."
Students must be trained to observe, record, present, listen, learn
ro ask and find answers. to conduct

I

research. ··some knowledge cannot be found in computers. but
from the elderly. or the rural
people. An example is cultural
knowledge. Also when youngsters
get to talk to the old. they will develop respect for them."

them to volunteer in all areao; of
society? This can change the direction of development. And students
will find a kind of happiness they
haven't encountered before.

DHAMMIC

SOCIETY
Research must be encouraged at aU
levels. "Even primary schoolchildren can do re~earch. This will
yield financial gain in the longrun.
Ignorance actually makes people
poorer."
Knowledge differs from wisdomin
that it concerns specific areas,
while wisdom is the ability to link
bodies of knowledge together to
solve problem. he added.
Six. to recent despair or hopelessness, one must concentrate on three
things: freeing oneself from selfishness and from wrong thinking,
and widening one's scope of learning so it's interconne<.:tcd.
''Also, don't be a lone wolf, join
an activity group or set one up to
do things for others in whatever
way. Acknowledging the suffering
of other people witt help lessen
one's own. Both sides will feel
lighter. For example, when listeners of Cho So I 00 hear that other
motorists, too. arc stuck in traffic
jams, they feel better. knowing others share their misery.
··Get students out of classrooms
and into real situations." he
emphasised. One way he suggested
was that students conduct volunteer work.
"Volunteering to help others is no
small matter. There are many college students. Why not encourage

Accardi ng to Dr Prawase the term
dhammicka
sangkom
or
"Dhammic Society" directly translated, means society which operates on the rules of dhamma, or
righteousness.
"It's society with freedom from
four kinde; of pressures - physicalormaterial, social, spiritual, and
intellectual.
·'Physical pressure can mean economic restriction such as poverty.
Or that connected to health or environment. While Bangkokians are
stressed because of traffic. rural
~ople suffer a.Jl.ll.icty because of
drought
Social strains, he said, concerns
culture, society and politics. "Thailand, using the centralised system,
has a hard time solving its problems. This applies in politics and
economy as well as in culture.

·'If we use economy as the base
factor, every community is a satellite of Bangkok. which in tum is
a satellite ofTokyo and New York.
This dependency makes community meaningless, stripping it of
pride and honour.

ture is as good as Central culture.
Each culture shouldn.t be rd.ised
over others...
Spiritual pressure. he said. is aresult of the mind under the influence of greed, anger and ignorance.
"Even when rich. people don't escape this pressure. Savouring the
beauty of the diversity of nature
can calm the mind. and help develop one's love for fellow beings
and nature."
Intellectual stress comes from ignorance. ''While studying. students
suffer because their teachers aren' l
effective enough to clarify things
for them. Joy can come from thorough understanding of things."
Such learning must he continual.
"Buddhadasa on his own could affect society more than a university
could, because he could learn every day, from every situation.

"One day a person askedhi:m why
he kept so many dogs and chickens around the monastery. He said,
"So they can be my teachers." He
also said each bout of sickness
made him wiser.

"If more people ~bare his vision,
we may get close to the Dhammic
Society." 0

This aTtic/~ W4f ptqaTI!Il by
Wi(Hlw~~

Otaganottta.

bm~d on a ~pNCh given by

Dr PrtlwtJM lM'ui.
With right understanding, people
should promote cultural diversity.
"Every culture has its history and
prestige. Southern culture is no less
than Northern cullurc. Eastern cul-

Sotlrct!:AslMAclioB
(April-June, 1994)
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A CITIZENS' HEALTH
MANIFESTO
FOR MALAYSIA

I=

Citizens' Health Initiative
Sept24,1997
RATIONALE FOR A
MANIFESTO
We, the Citizens' Health Initiative.
are a group of individuals and
organisations concerned with the
rapidly changing situation in
heallhcare and the direction of impending healthcare reforms. We
feel there is a need to explain our
concerns to the government and to
the public-at-large, to delineate the
principles upon which a healthcare
system should be founded, and to
state our views and expectations of
a just and equitable healthcare system for all lhe people of our country.

THE CURRENT CRISIS
The Malaysian healthcare system
has performed creditably since
Merdeka in making healthcare
available to the vast majority of the
population. Government health services in particular, financed by
tax~ and other public revenues. has
achieved impressive coverage for
primary healthcare. People in the
rural areas have recourse to an extensive network or government
health centres and klinik desa with
referral bacl"Up, while the urban
residents have access to govern-

ment as well as private hospitals
and clinics. This has been a major
factor conrribming to our favorable
health indices which are almost on
a par with those of richer
industrialised nations.
The poor and the rural residents
depend greatly on government
health services which either do not
charge or charge very nominal fees.
As long as government health services remain a feasible. credible and
affordable alternative, rees in the
private sector cannot go too high
because people can tum to the more
frugal government alternative when
circumstances do not allow for a
more generous nmge of choice and
conveniences.
The public sector however is now
facing a staffing crisis. A rapidly
expanding private sector, coupled
with unsatisfactory working conditions in the government services,
has drained away scarce, skilled
personnel from a public sector
which has become chronically and
severely understaffed. The government claims that public financing
or health services is onerous and
unsustainable, and yet government
health expenditure is very modest,
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even by regional standards.
rn the last ten to fifteen years however. the market for private
healthcare has grown dramatically.
With iJlcreasing afnuencc, more
and more people have been choosing to use private hcalthcare services. Private hospitals were few in
number in the 1970s, but have proliferated in the urban centres since
the early 1980s. Many of these are
for-profit institutions, in contrast to
an earlier tradition of communityand philanthropic-supported hospitals.
As the private hospital sector has
expanded. it has drawn upon the
staff resources of the public sector.
Initially a trickle, the outflow of
government doctors, nurses and
specialists has grown rapidly and
this in turn has set off a vicious
cycle: the deteriorating situation
has led to heavier
workloads for those who have remained. Coupled with unsatisfactory working conditions, it has further reinforced their desire to leave
as well. Furthermore, with longer
queues and more heavily burdened
staff, public dissatisfaction with

government services ha~ grown and has beenmade available for perusal
complaints have mounted. Those by the medical profession or by the
who can afford it have turned to the public. Malaysian citi7ens, the nonprivate sector, which has responded affiuent in particular, are underto the added demand by building standabl y anxious about the
more hospita!s and increasing its affordability and fuiure accessibilcharges. Tf this trend continues. ity of healthcare. Faced with an
those who have to depend on gov- uncerta:i n future, the Citizens •
ernment health services can expect Healrhlnitiativecalls upon the govfurther declines in quality of ser- ernment to be more transparent and
vice, while private hospitals con- to immediately begin a meaningful
tinue to flourish.
dialogue with the general public
and its civic representatives. who
Faced with this situation, the gov- need to be assured that the proposed
ernment
has
proclaimed heallhcare reforms would adhere to
corporatisation and privatisarion of the fundamental principles of equithe public sector as the panacea for table, accessible, effective, and susthese
interlinked
crises. tainable healLhcare.
Privatisation of selected hospital
WHAT HAS THE
services has been carried out, and
GOVERNMENT DONE
our public hospitals are on the
OR NOT DONE?
threshold of being corporatised.
The government has also an- In the la<>t ten years. the government
nounced that some form of national has been reluctant to put adequate
health insurance will be introduced. resources into healthcare services
and to improve remuneration and
Few details have been revealed conditions of work so as to retain
about the re-structuring and financ- its specialists, medical officers,
ing scenarios under consideration. nurses, and other health personnel.
No Jess than five consultant reports Government spending on health
have been commissioned in the last was 6. 9% of the national budget in
decade to look into national health 1976, 7.0%in 1980,5.1% in 1986,
planning, healthcare insurance and 5.5% in 1990, and 5.2% in 1994.
financing,
and
household ln 1986, the government health
heallhcare expenditures, but none budget was 2. I% of the GNP, in

1990 it was 1.7%, and in 1994 it
was 1.4%. This level of spending
is very low compared to other countries.
On the other hand. in line with the
government's privatisation policy,
support services for the government
hospitals have been privatised, following upon the privatisation of the
P.J. Medical Store which used LO
produce and distribute medicines to
government health facilities. The
lnstitut Jantung Negara now functions as a corporatised entity, and
the government imends to
corporatise other selected hospitals
in the near future
The government believes that
corporatisation will stem lhe tide of
government docton. le~ ving for the
private sector because corporatised
hospitals can pay higher wages to
their medical personnel. With
corporatisation, the government
also hopes that it~ burden of financing the health services will eventually decrease further.
In 1983, the government launched
the Health Services Financing
Study to review the healthcare financing system. One of the recommendations of the l.ludy wa') to set

[Of the study subjects] ... about 70% of the patients managed by the public
sector specialists and about 25% of those managed by the private sector
specialists were complex cases that required the expertise ofa specialist ...
This difference in the utilisation of specialist expertise is not unexpected..
This is because in the present system, private specialists manage mainly
unscreened, walk-in patients w_hereas the public specialists mtUUige mainly
refe"ed patients ... The underutilisation ofspecialists in..the private sector
is most nuuked in Obstetrics & Gynaecology and Paediatrics.
- Ministry of Health I Academy of Medicine Collaborative Study (1993)
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' ; a national health security fund
as an alternative source of financing for healthcare services. Since
then, at least cwo other studies (one
of them ongoing) have been carried
om to examine the feasibility of a
national health security fund.

In the Seventh Malaysia Plan, the
government announced its intention
to set up a National Health Security Fund (NHSF). Beyond that
however. very little is known about
the operational aspects of an important public issue which is under serious consideration by the government. Nevertheless, there is speculation that SOCSO, as a possible
nucleus of the future NHSF. could
be expanded to cover the entire
population of the country.

WHAT IS A
NATIONAL HEALTH
SECURITY FUND ?
The NHSF, or some variant of national health insurance, would be a
compul sory health insurance
scheme to which employers. employees and the self-employed an
the country would contribute. In
this sense. it is an additional tax that
we would have to pay~ but it is a
tax that would be earmarked solely
for health, and cannot be used for

any other purpo~e. The regular and
fixed premiums go into a collective
pool that would be used to pay for
much if not all of our medical care
expenditures in the public as well
as in the private sector. It is possible that the government might additionally require compulsory, personal medical savings to absorb
non-catastrophic illness expenses
incurred by individuals and their
dependents. A social safety net for
the medically indigent (those requiring public assistance to pay for
their medical expenses) would presumably complete the coverage for
the whole population.
Whatever the eventual setup, these
additional funds. mobilized as alternative fmancing for healthcare
will pay for the higher fees and
charges of the corporatised (or
privatised) hospitals, thereby relieving the treasury ofthe burden of rising healthcare expenditures.
For example. the government does
not contribute any funds directly to
the corporatised /nsritur Jantung
Negara. The majority of IJN patients however are civil servants
and the less well-off. who receive
subsidies from the government for
utilising the services of the JJN. It

turns out that after the
corporatisation of TJN. the
government's expenditures on cardiac services for its eligible patients
have increased; but once the NHSF
is in place, the treasury will be relieved of this payout as the NHSF
would be the source of reimbursement for these services.

WOULD THIS HAVE
NEGATIVE
CONSIQUENCES
FOR THE PUBLIC ?
An NHSF is not necessarily bad in
and of itself. The real issue is
whether these expanded resources
for healthcarc will be equitably and
rationally used to deliver value for
money, or whether it would contribute inordinately to the profits of
healthcare entrepreneur!.. Whatever the case. the setting up of an
NHSF will drastically change the
structure ofhealthcare delivery and
financing, and bring about farreaching consequences for the
people of the country. What impact
these changes will have will depend
to a large extent on how the NHSF
is to be structured. Many questions
therefore ought to be raised. such
as:
I.

What services will the NHSF

"The most important finding of this study is that this delivery sptem
luiS been extremely effective ill retiChing olll to proride medietll tuUl
prnellliN health services to the most distltl11tullllgetl groups in the
soekty. Neither ineome 110r time cost tlppetii'S a Bipifieant bturier to
tiCcess or to utili"l,lltion ofmetlktll core. This finding 1uilds across ethnk
groups, in both lll'ban tuUl TIUYll IIIWIS. It suggeab that the Mtllaysitm
model of health tleliPety 1lfll1 cOIIStitJIU an Bjfectile instnlment for
t'tJtli8tribllling income in developing collllll'ia. ''
... Peter Heller. IMF health economist, /982
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cover? Will it cover immunizations, ante-natal care, and
other preventive health measures? At the other end of the
spectrum. wiJI it cover heart
bypasses and transplants'?
What about long-term care for
the chronically ill and rehabilitative and palliative care, or
home care for the aged?
2.

3.

Will the NHSF cover entire
medical care charges, or will
patients be required to pay part
of the medical bi II ? If thi!> copayment is high, private medical insurance may eventually
be seen a-; a necessity. Consumers may therefore end up
paying for both the NHSF as
well as for private insurance.
Who will pay into the NHSF
and bow much will each person pay? Will payments be
progressively structured; will it
be payroll-based. and if so.j

how will non-employees such
as farmers and hawkers contribute? Who will pay for the
aged and the indigent?
4.

Will NHSF bencfiL<; be extended to everyone'! What
about forei1,rn workers and indigenous people'!

5.

In those countries where compulsory and private health insurance is predominant. health
care costs have !>piralled upwards, pnmariJy because such
a system encourages the insured and the provider to use
healtbcare 1.erviccs liberally
and without reslrrunt. The practice of 'defensive medicine' in
private hospitals, motivated by
a desire to avoid medical negligence litigation. will add further to an uncontrolled rbie in
health care costs. What will the
government do to regulate this
?

6.

Conversely, if concerns for
cost contairuuent become paramount, how can patients and
the lay public ensure that
··rationahsed. managed care"
does not in fact become a cover
for unwarranted compromises
on quality of care. especially
if the management of the national health security fund is
privatised to a profitmaking
concern?

WHAT IS
THE ALTERNATIVE ?
A nationai health insurance scheme
is one arm of a two-pronged approach towards healtbcare reform.
Corporatisation of the government
hospitals and other healthcare
facilties is the other. ln most instances. this lS taken (0 mean restructuring the ho~pitals towards
more autonomous, self-accounting
and efficient uruts capable of generating sufficient revenues to stem
the outflow or staff. The public's

"The issue of health care as a business is a complex one, and the
perception. held by the business community, doctors and the
community 11111y differ greatly." In corporate terms, health care 11UlJ
be viewed as products to be marketed that will result in good returns
on investiMitt that will pksse the sluuelaoiMn. Ptltients tuUI members
oftlae public mt1J hold completely dUferelltperspectives tmd consiMr
health as iJ service to be IIUide availabk to tiS many as possible, 111111
1IUlJ view the profit motive in a negative mti~U~cer. Doctors willluwe to
decide tiiUl choose between Nillg SaliUiriltuu tuUllnuillessJUIL Ia
•Y OWIII"ttiMrlllli•e view, hetlltiJ Clln is a socials~ tmd it would
beprefet'ti~Mfordoeton who coiUilkrlMilicbieabrubtess to bectRIIe
biiSinas~MII t'tlther tlulll to prt~etise mediciM. ''
... Tim Sri Abu Boluu S.leimon,

Director-General ofHealth 1993
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apprehensions are centred around
the following questions. Is
corporatisation a way-station along
the rome to full privatisation, or will
these corporatised entities remain
as government-owned non-profit
institutions accountable to the government and public rather than to
private shareholders? How will the
financing and reimbursement system be structured to ensure that
corporatised healthcare remains
widely accessible to the entire
population ? To allay these anxieties, it is crucial that there be
strong community representation
on the boards managing these institutions.
l t is worth pointing out that one alternative to corpoTatising and
privatising healthcare i s to
decentralise more responsibilities to
other levels of government. together with adequate powers ofievenue collection and disbursement.
In Sweden, Canada and other countries, provincial, state and even
county governments take on direct
responsibility for healthcare delivery. For Malaysia, could we perhaps en visage the corporatisation of
hospitals being coupled witb some
decentralisation of functions to the
state governments such that they
could exercise oversight over the
corporatised institutions through
their control of a healthcare budget
?
Whatever the case, it is clear that
the government needs to increase
its spending on healthcare, reform
its organisational and management
approaches, and pay attention to
staff grievances in order to lift morale and reduce the exodus of its
medical personnel. Above all, we
must take resolute action to reverse
the already apparent tendency to-

wards two distinct classes of citizens in this country - one which
has the means to pay for advanced,
high-quality healthcare, and the
other which bas to depend upon an
underfunded, decimated and
demoralised government bealthcare
service.

PRINCIPLES
FOR A NATIONAL
HEALTHCARE SYSTEM

ill health.
In this regard,
government's policies vis-a--vis
tobacco advertisement and promolion, and its apparent inability to
curb avoidable air pollution are regrcttably inconsistent with its exhortations for a healthy lifestyle.
Even more alarming is the Ietreat
of government not just from sef1'ice
provision bur also from regulation
of health and safety in the workplace. Citizens are beginning to
question what has become of the
social contract and the proper role
of government.

Nationalised H ealihcare
We believe that efficient. rational.
and socially just healthcare c~ be
better delivered by a system of
nationalised bealthcare.
A Access & Equity in Healthcare
nationalised heallhcare system wi11 Whether or not the government
ensure that all citizens, rich or poor, continues to be a major, direct prowill have equal access to healthcare vider of healthcare, it remains the
on the basis of need. that all vul- unavoidable responsibility of govnerable groups will be protected. ernment to create a system which
and that the resources necessary foi ensures effective and equitable achealthcare will be deployed in a cess to healthcare for the entire
more rational manner. In the long population. Care must be taken to
run therefore, we urge the govern- ensure that vulnerable groups - the
ment to work towards a health very young, the very old, pregnant
policy which has at its core a re- and lactating mothers, marginal
invigorated public sector which groups such as the indigenous
would be eventually expanded into people, the rural and urban poor, the
a nationalised hcalthcare system.
under-served estate population, and
foreign labour- are adequately covNevertheless, our immediate con- ered for preventive, curative, as
cerns are the following:
well as rehabilitative and palliative
care.
H ealth Prom otion and
The healthcarefinancing and reimMaintenallce
Individuals do not exist apart from bursement system must be designed
society. Insofar as their health sta- with sufficient incentives and contus has social repercussions, indi- ditions to ensure that healthcare is
viduals have the responsibility to appropriately dispersed and accesact in a manner consistent with sible, and that all heallhcare progood health. They can best do so viders make available the same
however in an environment free of quality of medical care to patients
structural and systemic impedi- on the basis of need. Hospitalised
ments to rational. healthful behav- patients, who have the means, may
ior. The responsibility of social in- opt for the privacy of a single room
stitutions, particularly government or the use of a bedside phone or
institutions, is to bring about cir- television, but quality medical care
cumstances which do not engender must be solely on the basis of cl ini-
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cal need and not on ability to pay.

Healthcare Providers
While Malaysia can retain a pluralistic system for bealthcare providers, the government must continue
to maintain a credible source of
low- to medium-cost care which
can serve as a competitive price
check against the private sector.
Whether in the form of corporatised
hospitals managed by trusts with
community representation, or reinvigorated and adequately funded
government hospitals, the quality of
care in public institutions must be
such that they do not become dumping grounds for themedica11y indigent We must avoid a de facto benign neglect of the public facilities
and the resultant tendency for the
non-indigent to tum to the private
sector for their healthcare needs. It
is imperative that we do not gravitate towards a two-tier system of
healthcare quality.

more than half of national health expenditures is accounted for by publie spending-- on Medicare (for the
elderly), Medicaid (for the poor),
and on other federal, state, county
and city government health services.

Whether or not the government
commits more public resources to
healtbcare, by raising additional
revenues to finance it, it is imperative that the government does not
farm out the management of
bealthcare financing to profit-oriented enterprise. The govetnment
is in the best position ro uphold the
principle of community solidarity,
and to ensure that there are no discriminatory barriers to healthcare
on rbe basis of age, sex, and medical history. Rationing ofbealthcare
shonld be on the basis of explicit
clinical, epidemiological and ethical criteria, and should not be a consequence of ability to pay. We are
opposed to any attempt to fragment
the community on the basis of disHealthcare Financing
The government should discard the ease-risk profiles. To prevent the
notion that corporatisation and emergence of individual or group
pri vatisation will eliminate or risk rating, private insurance should
markedly reduce the role of govern- be allowed no significant role in
ment in healthcare, particularly in healrbcare financing. Instead we
healthcare financing. Even in that should a.ffinn the spirit of social
archetype of free-market health solidarity and social insurance with
care, the United States of America, progressive contributions to ana-
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tionalhealthcare fund, in which the
healthy and wealthy subsidise the
poor and sick.

Primary Healtltcare
There is little dispute that nationally accessible and quality primary
healthcare should be the foundation
for a rational healthcare system for
Malaysia. A unified primary
healtbcare system involving the
public and private sectors is necessary for the integrated and rational
utilisation of bealtbcare resources.
Primary care, if properly organised
and staffed with well-trained personnel, can be cost-effective and
can provide for continuity of care
and act ac; the gatekeeper ro secondary and higher levels of care. It
should also be comprehensive,
we11-coordinated. and address community health needs as well as those
of individuals.

It is important to re-afti rm the WH0
Ljubljana Declaration ( 1996) that
the fundamental purpose of
healthcare reform is to improve the
health ofpopulations through rational development and use of
healthcare resources, and not to
contain cost through "managed
care" or other unwarranted compromises on quality of care. 0
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Citizens' Health Initiative

c/o AU RAN, P.O. Box 1049
10830 Penang, MALAYSIA
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citizens _health @mailcity.com
citizens_healt h @llotmail.com
fax
60-4-6415785
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for organisation
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imere:mul in endorsing 11. Parts or all of the Ciliu ns' Hea/Jh Manifesto may be reprinted, excerpted or translated in your organisation :v publications, but plemt' do acknowledge its source).
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HEALTH FOR
ALL MALAYSIANS

I~

The Melaka Declaration

-

of the Malaysian Medica/Association
adopted at the AGM, May 1997

1. Health, like education, is a basic
human right. The Malaysian Medical Association, representing the majority of doctors in Malaysia, regards
the highest duty of the Medical Profession to be the ethical practice of
Medicine in the best interests of the
health of the individual and the community. We rcg-Md it <tS our duty to
advise our patients on the maintenance of good health, to keep patients well informed on the state of
their health, and to respect their autonomy in decisions regarding the
management of their health problems. In addition, the Profession has
the duty of providing information
and advice to the government and to
the Malaysian community on the
state of the nation's health and the
appropriate measures necessary to
improve it. The Malaysian community, the government and the Profession must coUaborate in a partnership to achieve 'Health for All.'

Medicine is a life-long, learning discipline and that all doctors in practice have the responsibility to update
their knowledge and skills in the areas relevant to their Practice, and to
ensure that they are competent to
undertake specific procedures. They
should always be prepared to obtain
assistance, by consultation or referral. to ensure the best outcome for
their patient. The Profession must
undertake the ta<;k of organising activities and creating structures to
ensure that the best possible care will
always be provided. To this end, we
propose that the Profession. jointly
with the Ministry of Health, establish a Medical Commission on
Healthcare Standards.

2. The Practice of Medicine bas its
scientific foundations, and the
choice of treatment ~s to be based
on the best available research evidence. For whatever reason, ·if the
best care is not possible. then the
doctor has an ethical responsibility
to communicate the facts to the patient and to advise on ways to remedy the deficiency. Doctors also have
an obligation to advise lhe community and decision makers in govern-

4. The modem state has the compelling responsibility to safeguard the
health of the nation. and to ensure
equitable access to health care and
equality in utilisation of health resources. Government has the task of
eliminating inequalities in the use of
health care facilities because of geography, social class, physical or
mental handicaps, or cultural factors.
These objectives should be incorporated into our country's Five-Year

ment on the best options in health
investment based on the best available evidence, so that linlited health
resources are used most effectively.

Plans. so that Malaysia achieves universal, comprehensive, quality
heallhcare as an inseparable part of
our Vision 2020.

3. The Profession acknowledges that

5. For a country that is in the process of becoming developed, Malaysia shou ld spend much more on
health. As a result, the state health
services are rundown and
demoralised. Senior and experienced
staff have abandoned the service for
the private sector, thus jeopardising
the quality of medical care and the
training of future staff. Malaysia has
a large network of government
funded and administered health facilities throughout the country on
which the majority of our people still
depend for their healthcare. It represents a tradition of national solidarity and generosity that Malaysians can be proud of. This publicly
funded health system, which provides primary, secondary and tertiary
care virtua1ly free of charge or at
very low cost, is now staggering
under a load that is greatly in excess
of its capacities. It is astonishing that
there is so little public outcry over
the state of affairs. However. there
is unanimity amongst politicians and
policy-makers, the community and
the medical profession, that change
is long overdue. The community
must involve itself in decisions on
healtbcare because they affect the
well-being of everyone. The com-
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munity must ensure that change will
preserve the universal accessibility
that we still have. To this end. we
propose the establishment of aNational Health Council, \\.1Lh representatives from the government. profc~
sional medical and heallh
organisations.
consumer
organisations. and the corporate sector.

6. We accept the government's position that a radical change in the
administrative structure or stateowned health facilitie~ i~ impemtivc.
With some important reservations.
we agree with the Economic Planning Unit's recommendation that
thi::. change be brought about through
corpomtisation. We arc unreservedly
opposed to the privatisation of community assets represented by govcmmenl hospitals and clin1cs. We
propose that change be achieved by
setting up ·communitised' Trusts.
with terms of reference that !>pecify
that they are to be administered as
not-for-profit entities with responsibility to provide good care in an equitable and accessible manner. We
propose that two separate Trusts be
set up, one for Hospitals and a separate onefor Primary Care, each with
regional structures. The Trusts
should aim to set the benchmarks in
quality. The Trusts would be free to
remunerate its staff adequately, invest surpluses in improvements. and
to contract for such management
expertise as necessary to achieve its
objectives.

7. We welcome the declared policy
of Government to create a primarycare based healthcarc system where
access to specialised care will be
through referral from a family doctor. This cost-effective plan will eosure that every Malaysian family
would have the services of a qualitied family doctor who shall refer
patients in accordance with the

patient's best interests. This calls for
high entry and practice standards in
Family Practice.
8. We welcome the proposal of the
Seventh Malaysia Plan 1996-2000 to
establish a Health Financing Authority to fund the healrhcare of our
people. We propose that this Authority be a single-payer for all statefunded healthcarc. The Authority
should be funded by a combination
of income tax, additional SOCSO
payments. and a "Sin Tax' on tobacco and alcohol. Using existing
government machlnery eliminates
the need for a new- bureaucracy for
collecting contributions and for
means testing; that represents very
substantial savings. F.vt>n the richest
countries have round it difficult to
finance the hcullhcare of their
people. We cannot afford to interpose, between care providers and patients, 'middle men' who offer to
·manage care· in exchange for exorbitant management costs for their
services, in the form of high executive salaries, bonuses and di\idends.

9. Medical training and research
must be protected at all co!.t because
they are the lifeblood of good medical care. Every health institution
must have provisions for training and
research so that the conununity can
be assured of up-to-date medical care
of quality. ln this regard. the medical schools have a heavy responsibility to train future generations of
doctors and allied health professionals to become competent, caring and
ethical professionals. It is of the
highest importance that medical student" are trained in an environment
dedicated to management of disease
on the basis of the best scientific
evidence, and not where profitability is the main·considcration. The
planned corporatisation of the university hospitals as a lir!.l step will
be a test of government policy. We
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shall wait and see if the prospect of
highly paid careers in administration
wiU tempt doctors to behave
unethically, whether traming and
research will be distorted to achieve
savings. and priority given to profitable procedures to compete with
the private sector. The current statutory requirement of unstructrcd
three-year government service
should be abolished as it is unfair to
young doctors. ra1ses the cost of
training. and delay!> their entry into
specialisauon. We propose instead
that government offer a five-year period of speciality training in government service. when training needs
will take priority over service exigencies. Tn the future. independent
clinical rcspon!.ibility. including in
family Practice, should require appropriate training and certification.
Virtually every doctor will seize this
opportunity to train. and this counuy can be certain of entering the new
century with highly trained doctors
in all the specialitie~ of Medicine.

10. The Practice of Medicine must
never succumb to commercialism
or else the conununity will pay a
high price for commercialised
medicine. H doctors are rewarded
for behaving commercially, then
some doctors wi II be tempted. The
high ethical standards that are expected of the doctor are for the
benefit of the community. The
practice of good medicine is not
possible without its code of ethics. The invasion of commerce into
the Profession of Medicine is
bound to endanger the practice of
ethical medicine. H is the duty of
the community. the government
and the Profession to ensure that
this does not happen. The Malaysian Medical Association pledges
to work with the community and
the government in achieving this
and the common goal of Health
For All Malaysians. 0

-
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indifference and suffering.
Her legendary commitment to the

I poor, the sick, and the downtrod-

den was motivated by her love for
God. "1 wanted to serve the poor
exclusively out of love for God,"
she once said. ''I wanted the poor
to receive freely what the rich get
with money.''

he was an ordinary
woman, without money,
without any worldly pos~>e~sions, sworn to poverty. Her only
riches were her love and faith. And
yet, Mother Teresa of Calcutta towered over celebrities, preside nts ,
and the kings and queens oftoday's
world.

l

For her, love of God and Jove of her
neighbour were the opposite sides
of the same coin - the cornerstone
of her faith. And who was her
neighbour? Anyone who was desperately in need, the dying, the hungry, the outcasts of society.
Mother Teresa recognised God in
the "distressing disguise" of the
poor. In an age of religious and
communal intolerance, her shining
example showed us what real faith
is all about as she touched the lives
of mill ions of poor humans, irrespective of reLigion.

ln a sense, her entire life contradicted the self-centred values of our She won the 1979 Nobel Peace
age.ln a spectator world where rna- Prize, but her life remained simple,
terialism and consumerism have and her values unchanging. For her,
spread like wildfire, her selfless life all human life is sacred: she abreflected God's 1ighr. Through her horred war, capital punishment and
ministry to the poor, she lit a thou- abortion.
sand - no. a million - candles in
Calcutta and in other parts of the Mother Teresa of Calcutta may
world shrouded in the darkness of have been called ''the Saint of the

Gutters". But it was her simple humanity that shone like a beacon. In
that humanity, she showed us what
the simple power of love, faith,
hope and compassion - universal
spiritual value1> that Aliran has always tried to promote - can accomplish. As a woman, she showed
other women the hidden power that
lies within them, waiting to be
tapped.
But most of all, she challenged us
to care for the poor in our midstthose who are locked up, those who
are unwanted and unloved, those
who walk through the world with
no one to care for them. ''Oo we go
out to meet those? Do we know
them? Do we try to find them?" she
asks. These questions are highly relevant to all Malaysians who are
often blind to the poor in our society.
Her passing on 5 September, at the
age of 87, is a profound loss to humankind. Tl')e world has lost one of
its greatest souls, an outstanding
woman whose legacy of love will
live on in the work that she started.
Aliran gives thanks to God for a
beautiful life in service of buman-

ity.O

1

A/iran Executive Committee
13 September 1997
..._ __.J
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HEALTH CARE

A CITIZENS' HEALTH
MANIFESTO
FOR MALAYSIA

g

ithin the last year. the
Malaysian Medical
Association, Consumers' Association of Penang
I Universiti Sains Malaysia,
Aliran, FOMCA, Consumers'
International among other
organisations have sponsored
national workshops to discuss
the impending reforms to
healthcare and its financing in
Malaysia. Senior officials from
the relevant Ministries and the
Economic Planning Unit were
invited to many of these gatherings in an effort to promote

meaningful dialogue with the
general public and its civic representatives. Those who expected a glimpse of the likely
reformscenariosweresadlydisappointed. With few exceptions,
the official presentations were
long on generalities, and short
on substance, to wit the art of
talking much while saying little.
While still hopeful that a meaningful dialogue will materialise.
the Citizens' Health Initiative
has proceeded to draft a Citizens' Health Manifesto which

I
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stakes out policy positions
which they believe a public
majority would accept as
benchmarks for evaluating
whateverscenariosmayemerge
from the policymakers' deliberations. They are in theprocess
of circulating the document to
organisations and individuals
for their consideration and their
endorsement.

